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Dreamer's Miracle 

Okay, okay, here we go. 

Oh, man- 4 a.m. already, damn, I've overslept. 

Cotta get the dogs out for a walk before work. 

I hear the waves pushing onto the shore as I let the little dachshund and 

the brown lab dash out the door. Claws scrabble on the pavement as they run 

towards the cluster of swaying palm trees at the edge of the sand. A lifted leg or 

two and it's a quick whistle, c'mon! 

Back inside the house, kick off my flip flops, pull on my socks, then my 

stiff knee wraps, then my boots. Shrug into my down vest and toss my helmet, 

goggles, bandanna, chaps, whip, gloves, and a bottle of V-8 juice( a rider's best 

breakfast) into the back of my old VW and it's off to the track. 

The clattering engine noise ricochets off slumbering strips malls and 

senior citizen homes (dressed to look like resorts). I tum left into the stable gate 

at Gulfstream Park, "Home of the Florida Derby". 

Mornin', mornin'- I nod at the gateman, his lips turned down, his face 

pasty white under fluorescent tubes. Daily Racing Form held up like a shutter. 
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Swivel into a space next to the muck pit, already piled high with wood 

shavings and horse manure. Pull down visor, check list. 

Barn 24 Trainer Gleaves: bay, silly filly. Skitterish. 

Barn 28 Ebert: chestnut gelding. The stupid one. Walks into trees if you 

don't tell him not to. 

Barn 32 Smithwick: dark brown mare, easy, likes a loose rein and a soft 

voice. I'll do her before the break at 8:00. 
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Barn 45 Zito: gray colt. Tough, stake horse, wiggly hind end. Better do him 

right after the break, with a freshly harrowed track under him. Likes a strong 

hold, chin to his chest. 

Then to Barn 52. Trainer Dennis. 

Little plain-as-day brown colt, built like a quarterhorse and always up to 

mischief, squirrelly little guy with a thick neck. Looks like a cowboy's horse. 

The Jockey Club approved the name "Dreamer's Miracle" when the 

owners registered the tough, little horse. But I call him Little Shit. Trainer's kid 

calls him Little Shit, too, hah! 

Lemme tell you something. First win that little horse had, cheap claiming 

race, the colt chugs up behind the field like the Little Engine That Could. He 

comes churning around the field at the top of the stretch. 
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Owners are in the box, jaws dropping, clutching win tickets. Business men 

who know nothing about horses except how good they look in win pictures and 

how much the daily rate empties their pockets. 

I'm looking at the trainer's kid, six-year-old Devon. Her brown hair is 

bouncing and she's jumping up and down on the slatted green wood seats 

screaming C'mon Little Shit! C'mon Little Shit! 

That little brown horse stretches his neck out and bares his teeth and 

swear just scared off the competition by the time he got to the wire. He leans out 

and flattens his ears back and wins by a nose, a lip really. 

The announcer's voice blares from above us, And it's Dreamer's Miracle at 

the wire! 

I laugh all doubled over, then push through to the winner's circle. 

As the regular gallop girl I get to stand next to the groom, cigarette still 

dangling from his surprised mouth. He's yanking on the colt's reins to keep him 

still for the picture. The owners are all puffed up in their suits looking like they 

knew it all the time. 

Now, the palm trees are edged in pink. The tractors are wheeling off the 

track, combed smooth and soft, ready and waiting. The empty grandstand seems 



to be holding its breath for the first horses to put their hoofprint onto the soft, 

sandy surface. 

The horses are nodding and leaning against the rubber stall webs, eager 

for their turn. Sweet hay smells mix with pungent sour dirty straw. 

My car door creaks as I push it open with my boot. 
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I stretch, yawn, zip on my suede chaps, slicked to a polish on the inside 

knees. I shove my whip in my back pocket, gloves in my other pocket, bandanna 

over my hair, open ear flaps and snug my helmet on. 

My boot heels click on the pavement before I step into the first barn. 

A long line of horses hang their heads out of their stall doors, muzzles 

buried in nets of rich, green hay hanging next to the stalls. They nod at me, lips 

quivering, nickering good morning. I breathe in the musty fragrance and shrug 

my shoulders loosening up. 

Hey, Jose, I call to the groom leading the first horse out into the walking 

ring, saddled up and legs bandaged. I'm pulling my gloves on, fastening my chin 

strap. 

You ready? I'm ready. 

Gimme a leg up and we go, yeah? 
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Morning Glory 

On a frozen, quiet winter morning, just past dawn, the first streaks of light 

swept pink across the expanse of sky over the oval training track in Middleburg, 

Virginia and silhouetted the spine of trees on the hill. The main street in 

Middleburg sported tack shops, farm equipment, jewelry shops and real estate 

agents. Battered pickup trucks, Land Rovers, horse trailers and limousines rolled 

through the narrow streets of the small town. Thirty-five miles west of 

Washington, D.C., the town tucked into the hollows between the rolling horse 

farms where packs of baying hounds chased foxes on brisk fall mornings. 

Determined foxhunters mounted on gleaming horses followed the hounds over 

fences and through fields. They carried flasks to battle the chill and fortify nerves 

as their horses plunged through the long grass and lunged over fallen logs and 

stone walls in pursuit. 

At the thoroughbred training track, a few miles from the center cross 

roads of Middleburg, the dark shapes of rectangular barns lined up next to the 

track. Yellow lights gloomed out from long, narrow windows and saddled 

horses emerged through open bam doors with bundled riders perched on their 

young backs. Cautiously, yearling and two-year-old horses raised their muzzles 
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into the stiff breeze, sniffing, instinctively checking for predators, for anything 

threatening between the comfort of the warm barns and the line of racetrack a 

dozen yards away. The riders urged the horses forward, clucking, pressing with 

their leather-covered legs against the horses' flanks, their gloved hands wrapped 

around reins. 

Karen May paused inside the second bam from the track and leaned 

against the pitchfork, brushing her long, brown hair out of her face. Despite the 

freezing weather outside, the heat lamps and straw kept the stalls cozy and 

warm. She felt clammy under her layers of long underwear and polar fleece. Her 

eyes squinted, her skin toughened by her years working outdoor. She stood 

solidly, squarely, a young woman sturdy in her boots on the ground. She 

watched her father, Wayne May, lead a chestnut two-year-old colt out of a stall 

and walk down the aisle. The colt's eyes were wide and his reddish coat shone 

under the bright barn lights. 

Karen had grown up helping her dad at the track and now also managed 

her own string of hunter/jumpers stabled in the old stone bam next to their 

family house down the road. Her horses had performed well in the hunt field 

during the fall and she had sold a couple of them to a wealthy couple from New 

York who had acquired a chain of dry-cleaning stores and now fancied 



themselves fox-hunters. Charitably, she often threw in a handful of riding 

lessons for the newcomers as well as tips on local fox hunting etiquette. 

Karen watched Wayne take apart the young horse's bridle and piece it 

together onto his head, preventing the animal from avoiding the leather 

contraption. Wayne's best gallop boy had shown up late, stupid with sleep and 

red-eyed from another steeplechase party over in Warrenton the night before. 

Wayne shook his head and waved the boy away. This two-year old colt, with 

Northern Dancer breeding filtered into his bloodlines, had a syndicate of good 

paying owners behind him and a horizon of win pictures ahead of him. Karen 

knew he didn't want any of the other riders on his back. 

Just yesterday, the young horse had spied a flick of a newspaper maybe, 

or an unusually shaped rock, or a shadow, and reared up, posing vertically just 

long enough for the rider to launch himself away from the horse, away from 

being crushed as the horse flipped over. Wayne had attached a Ionge line to the 

horse's halter and driven him in endless circles for an hour in the round pen 

before the colt had settled down, away from the snaking line of the whip 

following him and forward into the halter. 
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Wayne threw on his helmet, zipped up his chaps and stuck a short, leather 

bat into his pocket before swinging up onto the horse's back. Immediately, the 



colt shivered, sinking down and back away from the man's weight. The horse's 

muscles bunch beneath the saddle, ready for a buck. Wayne slipped the bat out 

of his pocket and brought it down sharply behind his leg onto the colt's flank. 

"HEY, there, colt, straighten UP now!" 

The horse stopped, stilled, ears revolving, twitching. Wayne pressed his 

heels lightly and together they moved away from the bam, the colt turning his 

head slightly, the whites of his eyes showing against the blackness of his deep 

pupils. 

"Dad, you want me to lead the colt to the track with you?" Karen called 

from the aisle way, watching the horse hesitate. 
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"Colt's gotta do it himself, Kar, he's gotta figure out it's okay." Wayne 

shook his head but didn't take his eyes off the colt's twitching ears. "Get the bay 

filly ready, bandage up her legs, okay?" 

"Yeah, okay, Dad." Karen tilted her head and watched her father and the 

young horse prance down the horse path before turning back to the stalls and 

rows of bridles and saddles along the concrete walls. 

A few minutes later, she had tacked up the bay filly and the groom was 

walking the horse around the deep, soft dirt of the shedrow encircling the stalls, 

waiting for the exercise rider. Karen zipped her down jacket and her boots 



crunched along the frozen dirt path going towards to the track to see how her 

dad and the two year old were getting along. 
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Leaning on the ink black creosote covered wood railing, she watched the 

chestnut colt on the opposite side of the track, galloping in a regular rhythm, her 

dad holding him steady. A few other horses trotted along against the railing, just 

a simple, flat line of wood between the soft dirt and the tall plains grass of 

Virginia. Planted flat in the middle of the countryside, the training center was 

carved out of what had been rolling plantations. Horsemen broke their yearlings 

here, giving them their first notion of galloping in a circle. When they were old 

enough and could come out of the four-stall metal starting gate, the horses 

would ship to real racetracks for their maiden start. 

Wayne and the young horse galloped slowly around the track as Karen stuck her 

gloved hands deep into her jacket pockets. Her dad eased the horse into a trot 

and Karen nodded, good job. She was turning towards the path when something 

shifted, just out of the corner of her eye. A swishing sound. There, a deer stood at 

the rait uncertainly, poised, in the tall grass, frozen, its eyes wide. 

Wayne saw the deer just as the two-year-old horse trotted towards it. 

Before he could do anything, the deer leaped into tall grass away from the track, 

startling the colt. The horse shot to the left, bolting away from the rail as if fired 
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from a gun, plunging his legs into the dirt. Wayne grabbed a fistful of black 

mane as he saw the ground slide out from under him. The sky swirled above him 

next to a chestnut belly, then a blanket of dirt. His neck twisted as the horse 

galloped off. Then nothing. 

"Dad! DAD!" Karen screamed and ducked under the rail, running across 

the track to her father, his body twisted and motionless in the dirt. The other 

riders and horses on the track pulled up. Karen yelled at someone to call an 

ambulance. In what seemed like moments later, as the paramedics loaded Wayne 

into the ambulance, a handful of black hair dropped from his hand. 

* * * * * 

Pushing her arms against the fence, Karen watched the last of her horses · 

step off the track, the exercise girls chatting to each other. Since that winter 

morning two years ago, Karen hadn't gotten on a racehorse, but she took over 

the training of her father's string of horses, streamlining them to a manageable 

dozen, while still training a few hunters at home. Hard work had been her 

therapy for grieving for Wayne, and at twenty-five, she felt more like forty-five. 

And then there was Jack. 

Slamming the door of her red pickup truck, the engine growled to life as 

she petted her little Jack Russell terrier, Popeye. The tires crunched down the 
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gravel road, dust flying up behind, and she pulled up alongside an olive green 

Range Rover next to her old, stone farmhouse. Great, Jack was home already. She 

frowned as she pushed open the heavy wooden door. There, he was perched on 

a stool by the fire, polishing his black shiny riding boots. 

"Where you been?" the short, slight man asked, looking at her over the 

edge of his beer. "I went ahead and ate- can't eat too late with three mounts 

tomorrow, gotta get to bed. You get more beer?" Jack stood up and tossed his 

boots into the comer next to his racing clothes. 

"You had dinner? You mean besides beer?" Karen snapped at her 

husband. "I was at the bam. The vet came late to check the colt with the scrape 

on his tendon. No swelling or heat." 

Jack ignored the remark about beer. "Uh huh, well, good. See ya 

tomorrow. Are you coming to the races? I got a filly in the third over hurdles, 

looks pretty good, a real game one, that." 

"Maybe. I'll see what time I get done at the bam," she said evasively. The 

last thing she liked to do anymore was go to the steeplechase races to watch Jack 

ride. His desperation at keeping mounts in spite of his advancing weight and his 

reckless riding had caused in too many embarrassing moments for Karen as Jack 

was called in front of the racing stewards and disqualified. She no longer enjoyed 
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the tailgate parties and gossiping with her friends under the swaying trees along 

side the makeshift railings of the steeplechase courses. She avoided the social 

gatherings and pretended not to notice the whispering in the shops in town. 

"Whatever. G'night." Jack turned and stomped up the steep stairs two at a 

time to their bedroom tucked under the eaves, Popeye skipping behind his feet. 

The sunny afternoon had turned into a chilly evening and Jack had started 

a good fire. Karen poked at it briefly, turning her thoughts to the horses' 

schedules for tomorrow. She brought out the pile of training and accounting 

books. Pulling out the big, leather business checkbook, she wrote a check to the 

veterinarian and recorded the amount in the ledger. She noticed a check number 

missing and flipped to the page. Nope, no amount recorded. Trying to work 

backwards, she couldn't recall writing a check. 

Damnit, Jack's withdrawing money again. She chewed on her lip, annoyed. 

Jack had inherited a chunk of money from the Wendover estate of his father but 

had drank and snorted his way through much of that in the two years they had 

been married. He had taken to sifting off portions of her business account lately 

to make up for the purse money he no longer won at the races. No-count charming 

bastard, Karen thought. 



Popeye appeared at her side, wagging his stump of a tail, happy brown 

eyes smiling up at her. 
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"Oh, Popeye, what am I going to do? Come on up here," she grimaced, 

and picked up the wiggling little dog, cradling him against her, snuggling into 

the dog's soft coat. "This isn't what I thought it was going to be, isn't? Whaddya 

think, Popeye? What do we do now?" 

Popeye raised his face to hers, reaching up and giving a quick swipe of his 

tongue at her cheek. Karen smiled, shaking her head, remembering how it was 

before, a few weeks after her dad's funeral, when she had been thrilled when 

Jack Wendover, the handsome and popular steeplechase rider had noticed her 

one day at the races. He had eased the ache in her, erased the lonliness with his 

devil-may-care sense of humor and wrapped his strong arms around her from 

the first day they were together. 

Jack's brilliant blue, long-lashed eyes, curly brown hair and boyish charm 

were only exceeded by his talent on horseback. Karen watched him calm nervous 

horses, relaxing on their skittish backs, easily holding the reins quietly along 

their necks, murmuring. Jack had a talent for knowing just how to hold his 

horses and settle in the back of the field, gaining momentum and then coming 

from behind right at the wire, sweeping to victory in heroic fashion. Karen had 
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also watched riders thrown from horses approaching the jumps, sometimes 

under the horses, sometimes under the brush fences. Like all jump riders, Jack 

had withstood his injuries with stoicism, but Karen was paralyzed with fear after 

watching her father's accident. She had to tum away, her stomach in knots, her 

mouth dry. 

"Oh, quit worrying so much," Jack had chided her, after breaking a rib. "I 

can't hardly feel it anyway. Nothing new, right? Right?" He had hugged her 

shoulder, and kissed her, grinning. 

Jack and Karen were quite an item that spring after Wayne May's death. 

The Middleburg horse community had thronged to the funeral and offered 

condolences to Karen afterwards, so inviting the pair of them to all the spring 

parties was their way of blessing the match. From the Hunt Cup to the Spring 

Ball at John Warner's estate, Jack and Karen were seen in smiling photographs of 

the society page, looking grinningly perfect in black tie and ball gowns posing 

next to Elizabeth Taylor. 

One summer evening, in the balmy splintered sunshine on Wildcat 

Mountain, Jack had pulled open the Range Rover passenger door to help Karen 

out, her yellow chiffon party dress floating around her knees like a pastel cloud. 

She had squinted up at him, his brown curls shining in the golden light. 
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"What are you doing? I can get out of a car, silly!" she protested as he 

reached out his hand. "We're late- Buffy wants me to help her with the flowers 

for the party -" 

Jack silenced her with a quick kiss. "Here, a little something for you." 

A dozen yellow roses appeared from behind his back with a flourish. 

"Wow! These are gorgeous! But what's the occasion?" 

"Don't you remember?" Jack frowned a bit, "It's our six month 

anniversary!" 

Karen did a quick calculation. "Oh, jeez louise, I guess it is! I'm sorry- I 

hadn't really thought of it that way, but, hey, these are great! And it's so sweet of 

you to do this, Jackie." She took them carefully then noticed a little red velvet box 

tied in the ribbon around the roses. "What in the world?" Her voice trailed off. It 

couldn't be, she thought nervously. 

Jack was watching her intently, narrowing his dark blue eyes. Karen 

chewed her lip under his intense gaze and her fingers pried open the little box, 

cradling the roses in her arms. She caught a flash of sunlight reflected from the 

box and gasped. Nestled in the red velvet was an exquisite, emerald cut eight

carat diamond ring. 
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"Jack! Is, urn, is this what I think it is?" she stammered, her eyes wide, her 

mouth dropping open. She couldn't catch her breath and her stomach clenched. 

"Karen -" Jack began, dropping to one knee. 

"Oh, come on," Karen laughed, "You are NOT going to kneel in the gravel 

are you? Get UP for goodness sake!" The pair of them were still in the driveway 

in front of the main house on Wildcat Mountain amongst a sea of Range Rovers, 

Mercedes and Jeeps. 

"Okay, okay, but seriously, Kar, you're the best thing that's ever 

happened to me. You're everything that has been missing in my life, you've 

made me want to be a better man, don't you know that? Please, please say you'll 

marry me, that you'll be my wife." 

Jack had closed his strong, tanned arms around her as she had nodded her 

ascent, saying "Yes! I do! Sure! Yes!" and laughing, her long brown hair trailing 

behind her bare shoulders down the back of her delicate yellow dress. 

A few months later, as the summer dwindled into autumn and the 

emerald Virginia hills dried into splashes of red and gold, Karen May and Jack 

Wendover had married in a hillside ceremony overlooking the Middleburg Hunt 

Course. At the Middleburg Country Club afterwards, Karen and Jack twirled in 

their first dance. Jack had been the life of the party and then embraced his pack 
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of buddies, other jump riders and horse trainers, who obligingly poured the 

celebration down his throat in lusty enthusiasm. Karen spent her first night as a 

Wendover carefully hanging her wedding dress and watching the clock strike 

midnight in the old stone house's kitchen, waiting for her new husband, trying to 

ignore the gnawing tension inside. 

As the months wore on Karen had watched Jack's growing 

inconsistencies. When he was around, he showered her with constant affection 

and charmed her with race stories and they chatted about their future. Happily 

she domesticated herself, applying an enthusiasm in the kitchen and the 

bedroom she hadn't known she could muster. She had returned his every 

embrace and patiently listened to all his recounts of every race. Her own horses 

training schedules started to slip, relying more and more on exercise girls to get 

them out of the bam as Jack required more and more of her time and attention. 

He had insisted she attend every race, even when they were held miles away in 

the next county or in Pennsylvania. When he won, she was the belle of his ball, 

but soon, he started to run second, then third, then in middle of the pack. 

"Fucking piece of shit filly- how can Jenkins expect me to take that horse 

two miles when he hasn't trained her to go a distance? How can be blame ME for 

using her up in the first half?" Jack would throw down his tack and slam the 



door of his Land Rover angrily, grabbing a beer from the six-pack on the floor. 

"Third fucking place, for christ sake!" 
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"Hey, Jacko!" A short beep blared behind them in the field. A blond head 

leaned from a Range Rover window. "Nice ride today- tough luck, buddy, next 

time, yeah?" Bobby Anderson waved as he drove out of the hunt course. 

"Seeya, pal! Thanks, yeah, no problem- hey, congratulations- you rode 

great today," Jack called back, smiling, his wide grin covering his face. Turning 

to Karen, the grin disappeared and Jack grimaced, "Fucking jerk, Bobby, fucking 

cut me off coming around the final turn, didja notice that?" 

"But Jack, c'mon, you didn't have much horse left, you know that- what 

was there to cut off?" 

Jack's head had snapped around and he glared at Karen. 

"What the hell do YOU know! Were YOU on the fucking horse? Huh? 

WERE YOU?" Jack shoved the gear shift into reverse and floored the accelerator. 

Mud and gravel spun from behind the tires, spitting against the car, sounding 

like little explosions. Karen stared ahead at the trees, the last of the autumn 

leaves clinging to the dark outlines of bare branches against the cold, overcast 

gray sky. She said nothing. 
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Pulling up to the stone farmhouse, Karen had jumped out, slamming the 

door behind her and heard gravel spit as Jack swerved away down the driveway. 

He finally appeared in the kitchen doorway at midnight, leaning awkwardly 

againt the doorjam, his smile as crooked as his posture. Karen has dozed off in 

front of the dying fire. Watching him through crinkled eyes, Jack stumbled over 

to her, falling to his knees and burying his dark curls in her lap. Karen had stared 

into the embers in the fireplace as she ran her fingers through his tousled hair, 

listening to the soft snores. She finally covered with a blanket and went up to bed 

alone. 

Lately, she'd been alone in that big bed a lot and when Jack joined her, he 

seemed to have no interest in making love anymore, making excuses each time 

she reached out to him. Those times when he did respond, it was almost as if he 

resented her need, her desire. He would quickly jam himself into her, ignoring 

any signs of her own lack of readiness. Sometimes he would insist on pushing 

into from the rear and she would feel him riding her, his muscular hands 

gripping the flesh of hips roughly. Sometimes she would think wryly that Jack's 

hands were more responsive to his horses than he was to his wife. After 

satisfying himself, he would throw himself sideways on the bed, rolling away, 

ignoring her. Karen would shakily get to her feet and as she toweled herself off 
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in the bathroom, would look in the mirror, wondering what to do with the 

emptiness that remained inside her. There seemed to be no easy answer. 

As the hard frost of Virginia melted into rivers of mud and then hardened 

into packed dirt, Karen balanced her days between the racehorse training and 

then tending her six hunters in the stone barn next to the house, making sure 

their stalls were clean, that the hay and straw was fresh, the water buckets were 

cleaned and refilled twice daily. Each horse had an individual training schedule 

and she hired girls to help lunge them, trail ride them, and work them in figure 

eights in the covered training ring she shared with other neighbors a short walk 

down the dirt road. Sometimes, for a sore-footed horse, she would hand walk the 

horse to the equine pool across the road from the riding ring. The horse would be 

led gently down a gradual ramp into the long lap pool and swim back and forth, 

strengthening his legs without stressing his feet. Each night Karen would clean 

her tack and examine the schedules while Jack was out after the races at the local 

Middleburg pub, the Red Fox, with local show riders and jump riders, 

recounting the day's wins and losses. 

Karen had given up keeping track of what time Jack came home. When 

she was tired, she simply went to bed. In the morning, the soft light of dawn 

would show Jack's still lump under the covers, after coming in at who knows 

..... 
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what time. But sometimes the covers would remain empty. Jack hadn't returned 

at all. She didn't bother to ask. Jump riders stuck together like fraternity brothers; 

half a dozen were often sprawled on couches and in guest bedrooms at any given 

time all over the countryside. 

The Warrenton Horse Show was about an hour away, down Zula road 

into Fauquier County. Past strip malls, fast food restaurants, elementary schools 

and apartment building complexes, the route was littered with the lives of the 

ordinary working people, working alongside the Warrenton/Middleburg horse 

community. Chauffeurs, housekeepers, and grounds men shopped and ran 

errands for the estate owners. The Orange County Hunt Club had its own 

hierarchy, with the members arriving early morning to find their mounts already 

braided, groomed and tacked by 8 am at the designated hunt departure place. 

The Huntsman himself, and his assistants, were considered part of the working 

class and they shopped in the supermarkets like the garage mechanics and 

waitresses. Karen had worked hard all her life with her father and sometimes 

resented those trust fund kids she grew up with. They rode next to her in the 

horse shows with their expensive horses and custom made boots. Karen kept 

herself busy buying and selling those horses and worked alongside her 

stablehands. She hauled her own horses and hands showed pitchfork callouses 
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from cleaning stalls. Now she was taking her four best horses to the show for her 

clients. 

As Karen hauled her Craftsman horse trailer through the streets of 

Warrenton, the thuds of hooves inside the trailer reverberated into the cab of the 

Ford pickup truck. Idling at a stop light, she watched a woman pushing a 

grocery cart, a young child perched in the little plastic seat. The little girl had 

shiny, brown, curly hair and was waving her hands excitedly in the air, saying 

something to her mother, smiling up at the sunshine. 

Karen stared at the girl for a moment. She didn't usually notice children; 

they didn't really exist in her world at all, except for the kids on ponies at horse 

shows, all braided up and in jodhpurs and paddock boots. But this little girl's 

face, her quiet joyful enthusiasm and her happy, bobbing hair caught her eye. 

Had she been this happy when she was little? Had she been so carefree? She 

couldn't remember. Another sneaking thought crept into her mind; if she had a 

baby with Jack, that's what the child would look like. That's what it was- that 

child looked just like Jack. Karen shook away the thought. Jack had laughed 

when Karen had brought up the subject of children a few months ago. 

They had been in the kitchen, Karen washing up the dishes and looking 

out the window to the pasture beyond as the sun shot golden rays across the tree 
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tops in the distance. Jack was slouched at the oak kitchen table, a beer next to the 

Racing Form. 

"What? Kids? What the hell are you talking about? Why the hell would 

you want to bring up a kid? What would you do with him? I'm not going to look 

after it, you know!" He had raised his hands helplessly. 

"It wouldn't be an IT, Jack, it would be a HE or a SHE, and I would look 

after him - and why wouldn't you want to look after him or her anyway?" She 

turned to face him, hands on her hips, "Can't you imagine a little Jack? Or 

Jackie?" 

Jack had snorted, his blue eyes growing dark under furrowed brows, 

"Yeah, right. C'mon, Karen, you barely have time for us with all your horses and 

dogs, how're you going to handle a kid? Besides," he added as he rose to his feet 

and came closer, pressing his lips into her neck, "we wouldn't have any time at 

all, now would we?" His hips pushed against hers and her spine bent backwards 

over the kitchen sink. She felt the breeze from open window on the back of her 

neck. 

Karen had shoved against his chest, pushing him away, "We don't have 

much time for us NOW, do we, Jack? Since you don't come home after the races 

much till late! At least I'd have a baby to take care of!" 
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"Oh, great, this again, get off my fucking back, Karen," Jack had snapped. 

''I'm going down to the Red Fox-" 

"Course you are! Say hi to Stuart and Skip, your cokehead rider pals!" 

Jack had slammed the kitchen door as he left. 

This evening, the last class at the Warrenton Horse Show was hunters 

over fences and Karen's horses won a second and a fourth place. She tossed the 

red and white ribbons in the front seat of her truck and took off her black show 

jacket, laying it on top. After banging the metal tailgate closed on the white horse 

trailer, she bent down tiredly, stretching her arms out, letting her muscles relax. 

It was close to midnight when she finally pulled into the driveway of the stone 

house. 

A gold Mercedes squatted next to Jack's Range Rover. Karen grunted as she 

creaked open her truck's heavy door and then pulled down the heavy metal 

tailgate. Releasing the horses' tie ropes, she backed each horse out carefully, and 

led them into the bam. 

Thirty minutes later, she had unloaded the trailer, fed the horses, put their 

blankets on, put away the tack, and refilled the water buckets. She flicked off the 

bam light and trudged towards the house. The gravel in the driveway glittered 

under the bright moonlight and sparkled off the Mercedes. Grimly, she 
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recognized Skip's car, another jump rider. Her house sometimes felt like a 

flophouse, with jockeys and horse trainers camping out after a night's drinking 

proved them too soused to manage the fifteen minute drive back to Middleburg. 

She knew of Skip, but didn't know him well. He was known for having grand 

parties at the huge estate he had bought with Larry Fulton over in Warrenton. 

Fulton, a show horse trainer, had brought a string of horses down from 

Pennsylvania with a team of junior show riders with him. 

Karen pushed open the heavy wooden door and her boots clicked along 

the stone floor heading towards the living room with the wall-sized French 

doors. Switching on the lights, she stopped with a startled jerk. 

"What the hell?" 

Two horses raised their heads, their bridles and saddles still on, reins 

drooped on the oriental rug, their tails swishing against her couch. The bay horse 

looked quizzically at her, a page of the Racing Form dangling from his lips, as he 

stopped chewing for a moment. The chestnut horse shook his head lazily, 

sighing, twitching his withers, as if waking from a deep sleep. His bridle was off, 

hanging by the snaffle bit from the silver hook attached to mantle next to the 

fireplace accessories. Karen wondered absently if the horse had cut his mouth 

while pulling off his bridle. Then she wondered if the mud and manure would 
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stain the Oriental rug. Behind them, the doors stood open wide, a trial of sticks 

and mud coming in from the pasture. Karen pulled off the saddles and threw 

them on the couch, then pulled off the bay horse's bridle. Pulling them by the 

mane, she turned them towards the open french doors and slapped their rumps. 

"Go on- get out of here!" 

The horses obligingly trudged through the doorway and trotted off 

through the grass towards the pasture. Karen slammed and locked the French 

doors behind them. 

She stamped up the steps, her anger mounting with each step. This is 

ridiculous! Without pausing, she reached the bedroom at top of the stairs, angrily 

shoving the wood door. It banged against the wall. She was all prepared to give 

Jack a good piece of her mind once and for all; she had reached her limit. 

But what Karen saw stopped her cold. Despite growing up in the amoral 

land of Middleburg, where a local horse trainer had been ridiculed for having 

sex with a sheep in his front pasture, not for having sex with it, but for doing it in 

the front pasture, for the world to see, Karen's jaw still dropped at the scene in 

her bedroom. There was Jack, her useless, charming husband buck naked. He 

had passed out, his brown curls pressed intimately against the hairy chest of 

another slumbering man, Skip, presumably, who was adorned in black garter 
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pillows had fallen on the floor next to a mirror still dusted with lines of coke. 
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Next to the mirror was a pile of clothes, boots, socks, underpants, shirts and, 

somehow Karen felt an odd sense of relief, a pile of condom wrappers. At least he 

is having safe sex, she thought to herself, then laughed. How insane was this? 

She turned and walked out. 

The next evening, when Jack came into the house after the races, he found 

Karen sitting in the chair next to the fire, waiting for him. Full of remorse and 

embarrassment, he pleaded with her not to leave him. He knelt on the thick 

braided rug and threw his arms around her legs. He needed her desperately, she 

was the only good thing in his life, and he was a heathen, a hopeless drunken 

heathen. 

· Karen listened to him carry on, feeling detached, almost light-headed. She 

knew she had every right to feel angry, humiliated, even enraged. But she simply 

felt numb, and overwhelmingly tired. Suddenly, she just wanted him to go. She 

couldn't bear the sight of him in her house. What had she been thinking, 

marrying him? How could she have been that lonely? She deserved better. 

Jack's Range Rover bounced down the deep ruts in the road as he 

drove away from the stone house. Karen walked in the opposite direction, 
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towards the bam, buttoning up her field coat against the brisk March wind that 

bent the cowering pine trees, the thwarted sun in a gray sky. She noticed the 

barbed wire had come loose again over by the old water tub, by the gate. A loose 

hinge made the gate hang at an awkward, crooked angle. Inside the bam, she 

heard the snuffle and whinny of her horses waiting for their supper and fresh 

water. 
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The Woman and the Little Black Cat 

It was an accident that she got the pony job in the first place. If her pickup 

truck hadn't spun on the black ice and the man hadn't been arriving at the 

bottom of his long driveway in his Range Rover at that precise moment, she 

would have arrived in Middleburg, Virginia, two miles further down Zula Road, 

having glimpsed neither the man nor Walnut Hill Farm. 

As it was, under the curtain of falling snow, the truck skidded and slid 

across the two lane road and into the ditch, its grill aimed neatly at the wood 

fence bordering the farm. She watched the horizon slip sideways across the 

windshield, her breath stuck in her throat, feeling the truck shifting out of her 

control. At least the truck wasn't about to flip over, as her husband's car had the 

winter before, making her a widow in under a minute. So after the truck's wheels 

slid and settled into the patient snowy ditch, she sat on the cold seat in the 

leaning truck and waited. She didn't know exactly what she was waiting for, but 

as her other choice was to hoist herself out of the tilted truck, climb up out of the 

ditch and the walk the two miles to town, she decided to simply wait and see 

what would happen. 
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What happened was the man in his Range Rover came grinding to a stop 

at the end of the long, gravel drive at the bottom of Walnut Hill Farm. For a 

moment, he sat in the car, the windows slightly steaming from his breath, as he 

looked at the tilted red truck in his ditch next to his pasture fence. Should he 

venture into the snow and cold? Should he call the highway patrol on his cell 

phone? Should he see if the driver is hurt? A board of directors dinner meeting 

with the law partners awaited him in Washington, D.C. and his Blackberry sat on 

the passenger seat expectantly next to his monogrammed briefcase. The heater 

blasted his ankles and softened the leather on his Bally shoes. His snow boots 

were in the back, next to the auto emergency kit his wife had surprised him with 

at Christmas a few weeks before. 

He was annoyed by this interruption in his evening plans. He had the 

meeting to get to, and had finally left the house, escaping out the kitchen door in 

his wife's mid-sentence. Something about Sally's middle school basketball game, 

the problem with the newest housekeeper, and a fund raiser at Suzy' s 

elementary school after the PTA meeting. It was always something. His wife 

organized everything in their lives so he didn't have to. She even cross

referenced the family schedule, firmly presented in permanent marker on the 

kitchen calendar, into his Blackberry. There was no possibility of alteration or 

..... 
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negotiation. It simply was. Order must be maintained. He had accepted this as 

calmly as he had accepted the engagement fused by their families a decade 

before. Sharon's father, the Washington power broker, smiled agreeably in the 

wedding picture next to his father, who looked startled and stiff in his new suit. 

In that moment, the moment the tires of the woman's pickup truck slid 

sideways, her life and the man's life slipped sideways, although they didn't 

know that then. Under the dull, slate colored sky the reaching fence dipped into 

the hollow towards the tilted, silent truck. Clusters of pine trees in the pasture 

rose out of the fresh, untrampled, freshly fallen snow. The glow of yellow bam 

lights were just visible over the rise of the hill as the sky darkened and deepened 

with the threat of more snow. Inside the barn the show horses stayed tucked into 

thick blankets next to nickering Shetland ponies that didn't need blankets over 

their furry coats. 

The man, let's call him Jeffrey, sat in the comforting warmth of his Range 

Rover, in front of the glow of the speedometer, the tachometer, the fuel gauge, 

the clock, the thermometer, the radio, the CD player. The thought of pushing his 

feet in the cold snow was even less appealing than having to find out who was in 

the truck. It was an old truck, with probably either an old person or a drunk 

person or even an old, drunk person inside. Someone he would rather not have 
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to deal with; especially right after having had to speak firmly to the girl hired to 

look after their horses. She had, again, put the wrong blankets on the wrong 

horses- his tall hunter, Jack, had the smaller horse blanket on, the leather straps 

stretched and biting across his chest, while his daughter's pony, Freckles, was 

underneath a large horse blanket carelessly thrown over its small body, his tail 

completely covered and the front buckles up the pony's neck. He had frowned, 

peering over the stall door at the pony, knowing the mistake would likely to 

cause the pony to become entrapped and even cast in his stall in the middle of 

the night. 

The girl, Barbara or Betsy or something like that, hadn't defended herself. 

Just stood there, brittle defiance in her slight swaying, peering up at him. A 

former jockey, the girl now patched together a living riding horses, breaking 

yearlings at the local race training track and looking after the family horses and 

ponies. In return, she got a small salary and the small apartment attached to the 

bam. Now, after a three month trial period (they'd needed someone, after all, 

during fox hunting season), Jeffrey, who had unsuccessfully tried to hoist the 

managing of the staff to his wife, had decided he couldn't take another 

confrontation with the bam girl. He had had to step backwards to avoid the 

putrid smell of alcohol on her breath, nearly stumbling down the steps from the 
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apartment into the bam, noticing with disgust the mess the girl had made of the 

apartment; the sofa cover tom and stained, the carpet smeared with mud, the 

blinds dangling, a trash can full of empty bottles. The place had stunk like sweat 

and hopelessness. He had quickly made his escape to the Range Rover. 

The prospect of dealing with another drunk who had careened off the 

road, into his ditch, annoyed him. If he just turned right, he could pretend he 

didn't see the truck. The dinner meeting awaited; a circle of colleagues at a solid, 

reliable Georgetown restaurant, one of the few not cluttered with lobbyists. He 

visualized linen tablecloths and amber filled glasses. Prime rib sizzling on white 

plates, the tinkling of ice as the waiters poured clear, sparkling water. 

A movement caught his eye just as his hand reached for the polished 

wooden gear shift knob. As he was turning the steering wheel away, towards the 

right, he automatically looked to the left to check for traffic; trying not to see the 

truck, he caught a movement. Something moving in the front of that truck, across 

the windshield. Was someone waving for help? At him? No, that couldn't be. He 

was fairly certain in that sudden ridiculous way, that if he didn't move, he 

wouldn't be seen. He could even imagine the greenness of his Range Rover 

blending into the green of the pine trees so that whoever was in that truck 

wouldn't actually see him. Of course his brain told him quickly that this couldn't 
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be the case, but he clung to this desperate delusion for a moment longer than he 

should have as he sat transfixed in his gaze upon that truck. 

It was then that he saw that the person in the car was, in fact, a girl or a 

woman, her beige hair visible now through the windshield after she had wiped 

off the condensation. 

"Huh," he said to himself, the sound escaping from his parted lips 

without forethought or reason or intention. But in that moment, he knew that the 

choice had been made and he was now being pulled along, feeling like a mere 

observer. He watched himself, as if from a distance, as he switched off the 

engine, pushed open the Range Rover door, and swung his feet out and into the 

snow, forgetting his snow boots in the back of the car. 

As it turned out, the woman was from New Hampshire, having graduated 

the previous spring from Dartmouth with a graduate degree in art history. He 

barely made out the name; she pronounced it without an "r", like "dotmuth" and 

he nodded as if he understood anyway, watching her hazel eyes crinkle as she 

talked. It was so intense studying there, she was saying, but so incredible 

studying Italian Renaissance art. She was helping out her friend, the owner of the 

gallery in Middleburg, but she hoped for a position at the National Gallery in 

D.C. in the summer, but what she really wanted to do was go to Rome instead, 
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except it was so hot in Rome in the summer, wasn't it? She and her husband had 

honeymooned there, after trekking through Tuscany, drawing pads in hand. She 

stopped for a moment, pausing on husband, and glanced down the road, away 

from Jeffrey. 

He wondered at the pause but said nothing, clicking his cell phone closed 

after calling the auto emergency service. 

She continued, "I want to go anyway, you know, just to be there, to sit in 

front of Trevi Fountain; there's just nothing like it, nothing like it at all." Didn't 

he agree? Jeffrey did agree, although he hadn't been to Rome, nor anywhere in 

Italy. He went to London for business, and his wife loved Harrods of course, but 

Italy, to her, had seemed, well, so reckless. 

The woman was staying with friends in Virginia; one that ran the art 

gallery in town, the other raised horses down the road. She had run the 

borrowed truck into the ditch as she was returning to town to meet those friends 

at the Red Fox Inn for a steaming bowl of French onion soup and a round of 

Bloody Marys. 

Jeffrey listened quietly over the course of the next twenty minutes or so 

while they waited for the AAA truck. Her name was Summer, the irony not lost 

on him, standing in the snow, as he watched her face expand and relax through 
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the narration of her brief journey. The tow truck dragged the pickup truck away, 

its front right tire punctured, releasing the woman into his company. 

And then, to his surprise and not a little dismay, he heard himself offering 

the woman a lift to town. In fact, he was still wondering at his unusual 

generosity as she settled gingerly yet complacently into the passenger seat of his 

Range Rover. Jeffrey drove the short distance to Middleburg as the woman spoke 

of this and that- he watched her slender hand flutter and gesture and her head 

tilt, her pointy chin arcing this way and that. He drove slowly, cautiously, 

toward the town, pretending to search for the Inn, the most prominent building 

on the end of the street. 

Later that evening, in the confines of her dark bedroom at top of the stone 

farmhouse of her friends, she recalled the glow of Jeffrey's speedometer, 

tachometer and radio, how the lights had reflected in the man's face. She hadn't 

looked at another man since Toby was killed. He had been her one true love 

since college a dozen years before and they had formed a partnership in the 

gallery in Manchester. Well, he's gone, the gallery's gone, everything's gone and 

now here she is. She tossed and turned. How nervous she had felt in the Range 

Rover with Jeffrey, how she had chit chattered like a busy squirrel all the while. 

Summer didn't like getting tangled up in things she didn't understand, and she 
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certainly didn't understand why it felt like her life slipped and spun along with 

the truck. But as she drifted into sleep, curling up under the thick, down quilt. 

Jeffrey's face, with the long, lean nose and gently curved eyebrows, was the last 

thing she saw. 

It was no real surprise to either of them when, a couple of weeks later, in 

that startling winter sunshine that pierces through barren tree limbs like a spear, 

the man and the woman met again in Middleburg, in the hardware store with its 

displays of imported French pastry dishes, hedgehog shaped mud scrapers for 

boots and fireplace sets. She was fingering a macrame plant holder while he 

explained he was waiting for his wife, who was apparently considering a new 

display of Gucci scarves at the boutique next door. 

She smiled, he smiled, they talked of the weather and her friend's art 

gallery show of foxhunting watercolors, of dishes and woodstoves, they talked of 

nothing and everything. He nervously shifted from one foot to the other, hoping 

the nosy sales clerks weren't noticing his unfamiliar smile, the way his head was 

bobbing idiotically in her direction. She was saying something about the light, 

that was it. How the light this time of year illuminated things you hardly notice, 

like the slender shadows of the trees along the crest of the hills. And something 

about the snow, how it almost absorbs the light. And then he was saying 
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something about how he needed someone to look after his ponies, well, his 

daughter's ponies, and his wife's too, of course, but the job came with a place to 

stay with_ a woodstove, if that someone didn't mind carrying wood for it. And 

she was nodding along with him, saying that she used to ride but had sold her 

horse years ago. 

She smiled and tilted her head as she talked and he couldn't help but sort 

of watch them from a distance; how absurd they must look nodding and smiling 

that way for no reason. 

Summer looked at him watching her, enjoying his attentiveness, feeling 

herself act girlish, and then feeling silly for acting girlish at her age. So they 

talked and looked and watched each other. She watched his shoulders shrug 

under his down jacket, his hands shoved into his pockets. He was tall and lean, 

with an intelligent but lost look in his eyes; he seemed to glance around as he 

talked, a lock of his brown hair falling into his eyes, stopping mid-sentence and 

then starting on something else, as if he'd forgotten what he'd meant to say. 

"Yes, well, hmm ... ". He forgot about his wife and the sales clerks by the time 

he'd arranged to have the woman come see the barn promptly at noon the 

following Saturday. 
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The L-shaped barn sat diagonally across from the entrance to the back 

garden of his house. Its brick floor sloped gently down in the middle to a drain 

and a dozen large square stalls with double-hung green wooden doors lined the 

brick aisle. Leather halters with brass nameplates swung from hooks next to each 

stall. At the end of the aisle, two steps between green wooden feed bins, led up to 

a green wooden door with a brass knocker. When Jeffrey entered the barn a week 

later Summer was waiting for him, perched on the step at the end of the aisle 

petting one of the barn cats; a little black kitten, not quite a cat yet, with a little 

white spot just under her chin making her look like she was laughing. The cat 

arched her back as Summer rubbed her between her slender shoulders, her tail 

waving in the air. 

"Looks like you've made a friend," Jeffrey smiled. "Better be careful, 

there's lots of those cats around here to get attached to." 

"Yes, I seem to have a knack for animals," she smiled up at the man. 

"They seem to know I won't hurt them." 

"Good. Our ponies need someone like that." Jeffrey waved his hand 

towards the aisle. "Here, let me show you around - the stalls, the hay room is 

right down here." 
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After she was properly introduced to the two tall Thoroughbred hunters, 

Jack and Jill (his wife had thought of the names)and the two smaller Shetland 

ponies and the dogs, a golden retriever and a Jack Russell named Spats, and the 

goat that kept one of the hunters company, and the other barn cats, at last Jeffrey 

led her to the cozy apartment he had fixed up for her. 

He opened and held the door for the woman, "Please, let me show you 

your apartment ." 

She loved the little wood stove with its neat stack of wood next to it, right 

in the middle of the main room between two floor-to-ceiling windows 

overlooking the pasture framed by gold velvet drapes. On one end of the room 

there was a bathroom no bigger than a closet with a stand up shower but with 

exquisitely soft, white towels and poli~hed brass fittings and a smooth, stone 

floor. Next was a tiny kitchen barely big enough to fit a half-sized refrigerator, a 

shiny, new stove and sink. Shelves lining the walls held jars of imported 

marmalade and a matching Dresden china sugar bowl and creamer set. Summer 

gazed around the cozy apartment. It was miniature perfection. There was even a 

lovely chaise lounge upholstered in an English rose print under what looked like 

an original Stubbens painting on the wall behind it. A French antique writing 

desk and chair sat next to the chaise lounge illuminated by a Tiffany lamp. On 
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the desk was a leather desk set with a stack of embossed note cards with the farm 

name on them: Walnut Hill. Finally, next to the door that led to the outside drive, 

two steps led down into the bedroom. The walnut four-poster took up most of 

the room, with a matching dresser squeezed into the comer next to the closet. 

Gold brocade draperies hung over the window above the bed, matching the gold 

satin quilt cover and shams. 

Summer turned to Jeffrey. "It's lovely! It's just so lovely! For bam work? 

Your pony job comes with this?" Her hazel eyes widened, her pointy chin tilting. 

Was it too much? He wondered if he'd gone too far, decorating the place. He'd 

ripped out everything, starting from scratch, removing everything that had been 

tom, dirtied, stained. But standing there, watching the woman twirl like a young 

girl again, he didn't care. She fit the place perfectly. And she would be good with 

the horses. And the cats, of course. And the dogs. Yes, she would be good for 

pretty much everything here. After awhile he ran out of excuses for showing 

more of the apartment, since, clearly, there was no more to show - you could 

take two steps either way and have a full view of the entire place. So she settled 

in. 

The winter wore on, the snow deepened around the firm stone pillars 

reaching up from high drifts at the entrance to the farm at the bottom of the 
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drive. Jeffrey's meetings took him into Washington more often and he only 

caught a glimpse of the woman every now and then. Her apartment window 

glowed like a beacon, yellow and warm, shining out onto the snow as he arrived 

home late, his Range Rover crunching up the drive. Sometimes he would pause 

after the car door swung shut, but couldn't think of a reason to approach her, 

and would sigh and focus on his own house, the back door right there through 

the garden gate, waiting. 

Summer would see the arc of headlights swing across the window, and 

then the wall and the ceiling, and would stroke the black cat with the laughing 

white beard on its chin. The winter days were short, but not for long. Soon the 

pink skies painted across the horizon of the fields would edge later towards 

evening, and she would have to start thinking about the city, the museums, her 

future. For now, the ponies nickered at her approach in the chilly mornings and 

the barn cats painted her legs with their tails in appreciation. She'd had to break 

the ice in the water buckets the week before and had to keep her wood stove 

fully stoked all night, getting up at four in the morning to refill the small belly of 

the stove, seeing her breath in the living room. 

Her friends threw lively dinner parties in their house down the road. 

Horse trainers, artists, writers and riders, trading horse stories and local gossip 
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over tall glasses of scotch and soda, bloody mary's and bourbon. Brimming pots 

of beef stew and chili, bowls of Caesar salad, loaves of fresh homemade bread 

and apple pies. But Summer felt like she was waiting. Waiting for a sign, but for 

what, she didn't know. She did know she was happy with her job at the art 

gallery, and she was happy in her tiny, perfect apartment and she was happy 

living at the top of a hill nestled in the snow-covered fields and forests of 

Northern Virginia. But she felt like she was living someone else's life and then at 

those times Toby's face would appear to her, laughing, tilting his head, his 

brown curls falling over his forehead. So she would tuck herself under the soft, 

gold quilt and watch the headlights wander across the wallpaper, wondering 

what to do. 

One evening Jeffrey's Range Rover crunched into its parking place beside 

the garden wall and the woman was just emerging from her apartment. She had 

her heavy gloves on, heading to the wood pile next to the brick wall. 

"Can I give you a hand?" Jeffrey smiled in her direction, forgetting that he 

wore his cashmere overcoat. Summer just stood there, the giant gloves looking 

silly dangling on the ends of her slender arms. 

"Oh, right- you're going to haul wood looking like that?" She laughed, 

but in a friendly way. "What, no flannel shirts handy?" 



Jeffrey relaxed and chuckled, leaning against the Rover. Her smile 

brightened up the late afternoon's gloom. The clouds seemed to part suddenly 

and Jeffrey titled his head at her. "I could go change, you know." 
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Summer stood silently for a moment, watching Jeffrey. Watching the 

comers of his blue eyes crinkle and deepen. She wondered if that cashmere felt 

as soft as it looked. All of a sudden she could imagine just walking into his 

outstretched arms, into that coat, into that warmth, feeling that embrace, feeling 

her world open up and her head on his shoulder. She could almost imagine the 

prickle of his cheek on her hair, her face. 

The silence between them lengthened, yet the moment seemed as still and 

as timeless as the frozen winter fields surrounding them. 

At that moment, the back door banged open. The family dog, an 

exuberant golden retriever, bounded down the steps towards Jeffrey. 

"You'd better go on - you've got other things to do." Summer tilted her 

head at Jeffrey, with a look of gentle regret. "But thanks, really, thanks, you 

know." And with a downward glance she turned away towards the woodpile. 

A few weeks later just before the spring thaw, the smallest pony, the 

youngest daughter's Shetland, took to coughing early one evening, Summer 

made it a hot bran mash, stirring it gently on the tiny stove. She tested it with her 
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finger so it wouldn't bum the pony's throat. She knelt in the deep, golden straw 

in the pony's stall and rubbed liniment into his furry chest and offered the mush 

in a shallow, green bucket. She hummed a tune and rubbed his chest, listening to 

the regular, wheezing breath that sounded like a train whistle from far away. 

Jeffrey saw the light on in the bam when he drove up the long drive and 

parked next to the garden wall late that night. Since it was the bam, and not her 

apartment, he felt he could investigate. There she was, her head leaning against 

the pony's shoulder, sound asleep, the empty mush bucket cradled in her lap. 

The pony looked up at him, his white muzzle nodding, his coughing quieted. 

Jeffrey gently pushed the bolt over, opening the stall door, and the pony steadily 

climbed to his feet, drawing a deep, sighing breath. The smell of liniment, mash 

and straw filled the stall. Just before Jeffrey shook Summer's shoulder to wake 

her, he had to simply look at her, to drink in her face with its pointy chin and 

arched brows, her hair shoved under a knit cap and poking out the bottom. She 

looked so young in the soft, golden light but there was a firmness, a wisdom in 

the set of her mouth that made her seem much older, that made him feel foolish. 

Who's to say that if that pony had not taken ill these two wouldn't have 

eventually found their way underneath that golden quilt in that golden bedroom 

off of that tiny living room in that perfect miniature apartment? But that pony 
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did fall sick and Jeffrey did help Summer out of the stall and into the warm, cozy 

apartment on that freezing night. And who's to say that had she not been so 

tired, so tired of rubbing that pony and feeding him mash she would have 

remembered to bring that little black cat - the one with the laughing face and 

little white beard, into the apartment with her as usual, to lie near the radiant 

heat of that wood stove. And when the belly of that stove ran empty in the 

middle of that freezing night, who's to say that the woman should have heard 

that little black cat scratching, scratching and mewing at the door to come inside 

out of the cold, out of the frigid cold that turned the water in the buckets to ice 

that night? So when Summer, after pulling her love slick body out from under 

the glorious, golden quilt and pulling on her down jacket, jeans and snow boots 

to go out to the wood shed to get more wood, opened the green, wooden door to 

the outside world and saw the black, stretched out frozen shape of that little 

black cat, yellow eyes wide staring straight at the door and straight at nothing, 

Summer knew the sign she had waited for had come at last. She knelt down next 

to the little cat and picked it up carefully, feeling its weight heavy in her hands, 

and then sat down heavily on the cold, cement step. It's time, she thought, it's 

time to go, to get on with my life, to get out of here. 
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Every Day Is Monday 

Two hours before midnight and it's only the 8th race at the Meadowlands 

Race Track. Shelly shivers. Her legs curve around the western saddle, hugging 

the warmth of the rangy Appaloosa pony horse. She waits for the next string of 

jockeys perched on horses to come out of the paddock. Typical winter weather 

for northern New Jersey. Her breath puffs out from under the brown wool scarf 

wound around her chin and nose. Frozen toes clench inside her cracked, leather 

riding boots and gloved hands tuck under her leather chaps. Only a few hard 

core bettors hunker down by the rail watching the lean, shiny horses parade onto 

the dirt. The rest of the crowd is sheltered behind glass walls drinking beer, 

munching hot dogs and studying the Racing Form, hoping to get lucky. Shelly 

twists her neck and shrugs her shoulders, trying to warm up, pry the knot loose 

in her muscles. This is her last race; after this she can get home by 11:00 and 

maybe get some real sleep before getting up at 4:00 for the morning work. Her 

race program is marked with circles and stuffed in her jacket pocket. The next 

jockey she is assigned to is Jacinto Marquez and she grimly waits, staring into the 

glare of the lights shining down from the grandstand. 
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Jacinto. Just another wonderful thing about riding and ponying here. The 

leading rider in the honeymoon phase of being the oh-so-favorite apprentice 

from Argentina can't keep his hands off the girls at the racetrack and has a slimy 

reputation. Hanging around the track kitchen, leering at any girl nearby, making 

smacking noises with his mouth, spitting into the dirt, marking his territory like 

a dog. 

Jacinto walks out of the paddock on his horse and Shelly slips the leather 

strap through the race horse's bit and they walk down the track in tandem. The 

pair moves into a trot and then a canter and Jacinto chats with the other jockeys 

letting his excited, nervous horse surge over the lead pony's neck. The race horse 

nips the lead pony's neck with bared teeth. 

"Jacinto, get him off, get him off! Take a hold or I'll let him go!" Stupid 

pinhead jockey. Shelley tries to push the racehorse off of her horse's neck. Jacinto 

ignores her and she kicks the racehorse in the shoulder. 

Jacinto laughs, showing perfect white teeth, clearly replacements. "Oh, 

c'mon, sweetie-pie, you and me, yeah? After the ninth, you and me, we make, 

you know, fun, yes?" He snorts, his left hand laying on his leg, not pulling his 

horse off, ignoring the heavy layer of white foam building up between the two 



horses. The pony, panicked, his eyes white, jerks away. The racehorse's mouth 

opens wide, lunging again for the horse's neck. 

"Fuck you!" Shelley jams her boot into Jacinto's leg, causing his horse to 

bolt sideways. "Oops!" She raises her hands, letting the strap slide through the 

bit. The race horse is on his own, galloping off, and the jock grabs a quick hold. 

Jacinto, with both hands on the reins now and tucked up holding the 

racehorse, glares back at Shelly. 
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"Hey, you stupid pony girl! You fucking bitch! You pay for that, you got 

it? You fucking pay for that!" 

Shelley has already turned back to the other side of the track, walking 

along the fence towards the starting gate to wait for the rest of the horses and 

ponies after they warm up. 

Dave Lowry, the assistant starter, lopes over to her in his purple 

Meadowlands official windbreaker. "What was all that about?" He peers up at 

Shelley, tilting his hat back on his head, pulling his black turtleneck up around 

his throat. 

"Nothing, Dave," Shelly sits back on her pony, lifting one leg over the 

saddle horn, casually. "Jacinto wanted to warm up on his own, you know how 

he is." She looks away, out over the track. 



Dave scratches his forehead. 1/Yeah, I know how he is." He jogs back to 

the starting gate. 
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Shelly sighs. I've gotta get out of Jersey one of these days. Shelly wants a 

break, she knows that much, picking up mounts here in winter, Monmouth Park 

down by the Jersey shore in the summer. She's aiming for a southern trip. Aiken, 

South Carolina, maybe, the winter playground of stables stuffed full of 

pedigreed horses, polo players, and steeplechasers. Or maybe Gulfstream Park in 

Miami, ringed with skinny palm trees, a lagoon flocked with real pink flamingos 

posing on single legs. Shelly's seen the racing programs from Miami. That's the 

place to be. Instead of fuckin' 15 degrees in the New Jersey armpit, my hands like claws 

after an hour, my snot like frozen icicles. 

Shelley takes a deep breath to wake up, smells the sour air. Even in the 

dead of winter The Meadowlands smells like the whole world farted here. 

Horses bleed here, in the lungs. The trainers blame the chemicals in the air, then 

give the horses more chemicals to deal with the bleeding. Lasix, a diuretic, thins 

the blood, makes a horse use oxygen more efficiently, can move a horse up in 

class, get faster speed fractions. Shelly wonders about what the chemicals are 

doing to her lungs, breathing this crap for years. 
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"You should know better," her mom tells her, "It's not enough your dad 

had to give his life to the racetrack, you gotta follow him? You want to follow 

him into the grave, too? Why can't you be like your sister and get a real job with 

a real future?" Marie shakes her head as she pushes the hot iron evenly over the 

Sunday tablecloth, pink curlers bobbing in rhythm above the round shoulders of 

her stained housedress. 

Shelly had watched her dad Frankie ride races in the glory of 

apprenticeship and then fall from grace as he lost mounts, lost clients, and lost 

too many bets to buy much more than drink to forget his losses. Shelly is 

determined to do better. Leukemia had reached out and grabbed the jockey 

turned exercise rider turned night watchman. He had never even fought the 

disease, simply laid down and never got up. 

Too tall to be a jockey, Shelly started galloping horses as an exercise rider 

at sixteen after learning to ride on a training farm in western New Jersey. 

Frankie had said little when his youngest daughter started getting on horses. 

"Dad, I can do it. I heard Jimmy Wheeler lets girls get on horses down at 

the Meadowlands, maybe I can start out helping in the bam and then riding, 

then maybe getting my assistant license, maybe start training my own horses 

someday- it could happen!" 
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Frankie just shook his head, laying on the old cot set up in what Shelly's 

parents called the sunroom, a dismal beige enclosure with a braided rug and a 

heat lamp in the winter. "Oh yeah, Jimmy lets girls get on, all right, but it ain't 

horses he wants riding - Shelly, you gotta be careful, you know that -" he broke 

into a hacking, tired cough. 

Four years after the funeral, Shelly is still here. After Sunday dinners of 

corned beef and cabbage, Shelly hands her mother folded up hundred dollar bills 

to help make ends meet. Shelly gets ten dollars a horse for exercising in the 

morning, then nine dollars a horse to pony to the starting gate at the races at 

night. Marie tucks the cash into her apron pocket with a satisfied nod but makes 

a point of never saying thank you. In the wood paneled living room her sister, 

Sandy, lies across the old plaid couch and watches her taped soap opera while 

Shelly rubs arnica lotion onto her leg. On her right thigh, knee, and calf are 

splotchy black and blue marks, trophies of ponying energetic race horses to the 

starting gate. 

Up and out of the house by 4:30 every morning, Shelly pads quietly down 

the narrow hall past her mom's room, past Sandy's room, and snakes her way 

down the highway two exits to the Meadowlands racetrack. By the time she gets 

back at midday, Sandy will be at the Curl Up and Dye Beauty Shoppe, working 
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as a wash and perm girl over on 3rd A venue, next to the Belrose Car Wash. That 

was her big break after graduating from The Belrose Institute of Beauty. 

Shelly passes the track kitchen; brightly lit and bustling at 5 am. Grooms, 

riders, trainers, and workmen fill up on hot coffee and fresh gossip. The door 

opens, the sizzle of bacon escaping, and a hard shaft of light falls on a bundled 

up rider trudging to the barns. He nods briefly to Shelly, shoulders hunched up, 

whip in his back pocket. 

No niceties on a morning like this, the sun only a memory, a mythological 

disk somewhere up there beyond the hanging layer of piss yellow smog. Just 

dawn now, tractor lights beam across the track like moon explorers on the ice-

crusted dirt. Drivers are tucked inside heavy glass cages, probably with country 

music blaring to keep them awake as the growling machines slowly harrow the 

surface. Icicles hang like beards on the gutters of long, dark barns. Reaching the 

first bam, Shelly grabs the frozen metal handle and slides the wall-sized steel 

bam door open, then shuts it with a grating sound. 

"Momin, Carlos." Shelly waves her gloved hands in a groom's direction. 

He is pulling on a lead rope to get a horse out of a stall. Not a horse, The Horse. 

Big Bug. The horse that gallops through Shelly's dreams. She wakes up, palms 

sweating, images flashing, lingering in her brain. Mike Huggins, the trainer, is in 
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his office at the end of the row of stalls, perched on the edge of his rocking chair, 

talking into the phone. His Meadowlands racetrack cap is shoved back on his 

head, his index finger gesturing at no one as he leans into the phone. 

I'll be here all morning. Shelly looks to see if any tacked up horses are 

pressed against the rubber webbing straps of their stalls, ready to be galloped. At 

ten bucks a horse, minutes are wasted as trainers gab to owners. Yeah, yeah, I'll 

enter your horse in the fourth race, no, it's not a stake, your filly ain't ready for a stake, 

she hasn't broken her maiden, yeah, I know you gotta condition book. Blah blah blah. 

Shelly sighs as she shifts her weight from one to the other, trying to stay warm. 

The groom trudges around the dirt shed row, mumbling to the horse he is 

leading in Spanish. Shelly can't hear him, but it's always the same. C'mon, move 

it, vamanos, let's go, filly, colt, whatever you are, whatever your name, get out of your 

stall and prove you're not glue. Prove you can earn more than your per diem. More 

than groceries. 

The dark brown, hollow-eyed horse appears again around the comer. 

Long legs poke out, pushing his dark shoulder up in rhythm under the flat lima 

bean of a saddle. Shelly notices the worn girth, the red rubber on the reins half 

off. You'd think the fifth leading trainer at the Meadowlands would buy some new tack. 
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Shelly fastens her chin-strap and adjusts the shearling wool ear muffs 

velcroed inside her helmet. She walks over and stands next to the horse. He is 

posed, stilled, ears up, listening, maybe to the tractors coming off of the still dark 

track, maybe to the cars lined up on the highway inching into the Holland 

Tunnel to New York City. 

Shelly sucks in her breath, swallowing spit, getting ready, rubbing her 

gloved hands together. Two pairs of gloves; one liner, for sweat, the top pair has 

little rubber nubs to grip the reins. Checks to make sure her thin black whip is 

stuck in the back pocket of her jeans. A lean, mean runnin' machine, that one. The 

groom, his eyes still red from drinking his breakfast, waves Shelly over. 

"You go once around, jogging, yeah? Then gallop one tum from the 

quarter pole, you got it?" The man holds the horse still with one hand, grabs 

Shelly's ankle with the other as Shelly hops up into the saddle. Her old leather 

chaps are stiff with the cold, rubbed to a shine on the inside leg, and squeeze 

hard, pinching the back of her knees. Shelly nods settling into the cold leather. 

The horse's dark brown head, teeth open, bared, band of metal in his mouth, 

jerks over, tries to grab at Shelly's leg, misses. No time to fuss and check 

everything, Jose has already let go with a jerk, waving her on, sliding the heavy 

metal door open. A shock of cold air blasts into the bam and the horse bolts back 
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and sideways either from the noise or the cold, Shelly isn't sure. She grabs a 

chunk of mane under the reins and jams her feet in the stirrups, urging the horse 

forward. 

Cluck, cluck, cluck, let's go let's go. Don't mess around, big guy. Tall and 

narrow as a racing bicycle. Shelly's knees are tucked up onto the top of the 

saddle to give leverage when the horse starts pulling her arms out of her sockets. 

This has to be her first horse of the morning or she won't have the strength after 

a few more mounts. She hates this horse. She hates the way the horse turns his 

head sideways, the whites of his eyes gleaming around his empty brown eye, 

like the cold, flat eye of a shark, glaring at her. She hates the way the horse puts 

one foot forward, then puts his head down humping his back and shoving Shelly 

into a door, a wall, a bam, other horses, the starting gate, anything. She hates the 

way Mike Huggins won't take her off this horse. 

"You don't ride Big Bug, you don't ride nothin', yeah? You want to gallop 

for this bam? Get on the good ones, prove yourself on him, you got it?" Mike had 

walked away, ignoring her after she had asked him to switch mounts with 

Pierre, the gallop boy down from Toronto aiming his sights at apprentice jockey. 

But Mike sticks her on Big Bug everyday. Now Shelly knows what people mean 
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by nemesis. She is as determined to make it around the track on the horse as Big 

Bug is to make it rough on her. 

If it wasn't so cold, it would almost be worth it. Mike is doing well at the 

Meadowlands and rumor has it might be adding some more horses, needing 

more riders, maybe even on salary. Shelly sees riders who work for one stable 

lounging around as she jogs from barn to bam. Laughing, relaxed stable riders 

wearing the stable colors, twiddling a lead rope in their hands, waiting to walk a 

hot horse around the bam for thirty minutes. She hears that stable riders only get 

on three or four horses a day, get a full week's salary and even get benefits, like 

health care or something. They got nothing to worry about but getting up and off 

horses. 

With a long list of clients, Shelly does all right. Doesn't think about what 

happens if she gets hurt. Freelance riders can't claim disability or anything like 

that, you just show up, get on the horse, get off, get paid, that's it. The state 

HBP A, the Horsemens Benevolent Protection Agency kicks in for hospitalization, 

but not for physical therapy. Every day is Monday on the racetrack. 

Stepping outside the barn, Shelly lets her fingers loose, just a bit, hoping 

the horse will lower his head, relax at the withers and settle a little bit. A cold 

blast of air right up the horse's tail puts an end to that possibility. He jumps 
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straight out, forward, leaping across the shiny ice on the horse path. Shelley leans 

forward, grips with her knees, holds her breath that hooves won't slide and slip. 

Big Bug stands still, quivering, head up. His nostrils waver, glistening with 

Vaseline to keep ice from forming. 

Horses get more energetic in the cold. All their collective energy bursts 

out, as if their primal force is released by the cold. Shelly bows her chin, letting 

the wind whip past her. Cluck, cluck, let's go, let's get this over with. Shelly doesn't 

move her hands at all - keeping the cold metal bit still and heavy in Bug's 

mouth. She shoves her spine down into the horse's back and urges him forward 

with her pelvis, just moves her boot heels slightly, gently, in the stirrups. 

A dark moving lump idles by, long spindly legs rhythmically stepping 

gingerly, horse head nodding up and down, another rider is crouched in a 

saddle, stepping carefully along the horse path to the gap entrance to the track. A 

nameless rider probably wrapped in long underwear, two layers of socks, jeans, 

chaps, turtleneck, scarf, sweater, ski jacket, flak jacket, gloves, helmet, goggles. 

Shelly and Big Bug fall in behind the other rider, up and onto the track. 

Bug's long sloping brown shoulder reaches out and down. Shelly looks around, 

scoping out where the other horses are, where the tractors are, where the 
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outriders are. The starting gate looms silently off to the left, a metal skeleton, like 

some sleeping dinosaur. 

Turning left, against the flow of horses galloping and against the outside 

the rail, Shelly loosens her gloved fingers on the reins and Bug breaks into a trot. 

Her boots flat in the stirrup, she sits on her knees, resting on her hands, the 

pulsing hooves far below, shuffling through the loam. Her snot leaks out from 

under her scarf, pushing against her goggles, steaming them up. Her breath is 

coming out in puffs. She listens to the comforting three beat rhythm. Ba da dum. 

Ba da dum. Ba da dum. Almost primal. She relaxes; maybe the horse will relax. 

Bug is shaking his huge brown head, swiveling at the neck. 

Gallop a turn from the quarter pole the groom had said. Yeah, whatever. 

Shelley knows that galloping past the finish wire will be more than an old stake 

horse like Bug can take; that wire is IT, the place to show your best. Forget that, I 

ain't galloping past the wire, no way, I'm pulling him up at the 518 pole and going home. 

Shelly pushes against the horse's rhythm, slowing him down with her 

body weight, her balance, her legs, keeping the metal bit sitting quiet. It's not so 

dark now, although the looming grandstand is lit like a spaceship all day, all 

night. Shelly looks down at her rippling dirt shadow. Standing in the stirrups she 

presses her right ankle against the big horse's flank and shifts her gloved hands 
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on the rubber reins, making a cross against Bug's neck. Some horses go slowly, 

gracefully into a canter, then a gallop. Big Bug goes from a standstill to a burst, 

leaping, as if suddenly released from a starting gate. Shelly pushes her feet into 

the stirrups and rises against the dark neck as he springs forward. 

She has to remind herself to breathe. She holds the horse's head, tucked 

close to his narrow pounding chest, keeping him from eating up the track like 

some dark monster. Bug has settled into his powerful, striding gallop. Chunks of 

dirt fly up from his hooves, nostrils streaming. His mane is in Shelly's goggles. :. 

Trainers watch as they lean over the rail as horses gallop by, some trotting, some 

working in company with other horses. Fast, hunkered down by the rail, 

breezing. 

Shelly stays away from the other horses. Bug has to be on his own. If he 

senses other horses coming up alongside, he'll gather strength like a storm cloud, 

his competitive instinct brutally kicking in. She has a quarter mile left to go when 

there's a cry- Loose horse! Loose horse on the track! Oh, crap. Shelly can't do 

more than glance around, praying that the horse is heading for the gap. Shelly 

hears the outrider holler but she can't pull Bug up now, he's into his galloping 

rhythm, unstoppable. She has to ride this out. 
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Bug tightens beneath her, his hind end tucks up. A gray horse running 

from behind, head up in the air, eyes white. Going nowhere but away from 

where he was, away from the pony rider who couldn't hang onto a frozen lead 

rope. Big Bug grips the bit in his teeth and lengthens his stride, leaning hard. All 

Shelly can do is hang on, her stomach tightening, shoulders frozen solid, she is 

pulling, twisting Bug's head, seesawing on his bit, she's leaning back. Bug grunts 

and pushes against her, his powerful shoulders rising and falling under her 

knees. She can't feel her feet or her knees at all. Her arms and hands are numb. 

Bug charges forward, passing the loose horse in a blur. Tears stream from 

Shelly's eyes and then, quickly, she drops, folding her body into a crouch, 

tucking up, moving with Bug. 

Her Dad told her once that there weren't no horse that can run as fast as 

he could ride. Shelly and the Bug head down the lane at the top of the stretch. 

She crouches, tucking her legs up, burying her head in Bug's neck, letting her 

hands move in rhythm. Luckily, no other working horses are in front of her. 

They sweep past the finish wire and Shelly eases her muscles and stands up in 

the stirrups. 

Bug gallops out, his pace slows, he gulps air, swivels his head, breaks into 

a trot. Shelly reaches the outside rail and turns, walking back to the gap. 

·· I 

I 
:I 
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Everything still feels numb and sweaty and freezing all at the same time. She 

pushes against the horse with her pelvis, forcing him into a faster walk to get 

back to the bam quickly. Her face is wet with sweat and tears and feels grimy. 

She pulls her goggles off. Her arms and shoulders feel like they should fall off 

her body. Rocking in the saddle, she makes it back to the bam. She slides off, her 

legs can't hold her, falling to the floor as the groom leads the horse away to his 

warm, soapy bath and wool blanket. 

Shelly crawls into a stall and weakly throws up in a comer, heaving into 

the soft, yellow straw. She doesn't care who sees her. Knowing she has fourteen 

more horses to get on, she just crouches there, panting, waiting for her body to 

come back to her, waiting to feel her hands, still frozen, crab-like, curled in the 

straw. The clean straw smells sweet, softly laying in woven layers along the 

walls. The thick, wood slabs of the stall keep the warmth in. She wishes she 

could just tuck herself into the soft straw and doze off. The bare light bulb 

swings gently overhead. Horses nicker and shuffle in the other stalls. Foosteps 

crunch by on the path, grooms laugh to each other. Shelly wipes her mouth with 

her sleeve and sighs, swallowing. There's no pretending to be tough, not today, 

not in this frigid landscape, not after this ride. 
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Three hours and twelve horses later, Shelly is finished for the morning. 

She's got the afternoon to rest, then night racing from six to midnight. She unzips 

her chaps and pulls them off, rubbing the inside of her knees. It's still bone cold 

as she walks back to the horsemen's parking lot through the stable gate, the man 

inside huddled next to a little heater, door closed. Shelly pulls open the creaking 

door of her old Toyota when a shiny, new white Mercedes pulls up. 

"Hey- you done already? Let's go get breakfast! I need some hot coffee!" 

Anna calls out the open window, "I've got to go over to the racing office first but 

then let's go eat, okay?" Anna gestures to a pile of horse registration papers on 

the seat. Her dad, an owner with a local trainer, has just shipped in a dozen 

horses to race. 

"Can't today. I told my mom I'd get home. I'll be back later. I'm ponying 

seven races tonight." Shelly tosses her helmet and chaps onto the passenger seat. 

"I'll catch up with you then - Steve's riders have four mounts tonight; 

we'll be up in the Turf Club. See ya!" The Mercedes pulls away towards the gate 

as Anna waves out the window. 

Shelly and Anna had hung out together at Monmouth Park during the 

summer down at the Jersey shore. A wannabe race rider, Anna is getting on a 

couple of easy horses as a favor from her dad's trainer. Twenty-year-old Anna 
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had shown up fresh from the Connecticut show ring in her shiny boots and 

breeches and velvet show helmet perched over a perfect blond pony tail. Shelly 

just shook her head as she watched Anna that first morning, entering the 

racetrack without a clue what to do or where to go. Shelly was bunked down in a 

tack room with just a cot, a concrete floor and an illegal burner to boil water. 

Somehow, the two of them formed an odd friendship and when Shelly returned 

to the Meadowlands, Anna came too. 

Now Anna hangs out with her boyfriend Steve, the jockey agent, down at 

the Winner's Cup bar with all the other riders, all full of shoulda coulda woulda 

shit. The bar television shows racing from around the country. The riders on the 

way up never take a break. Never a day off, they ride, they sweat, they drink, 

they sweat, they ride, they drink some more. The big riders, sure, the 

Shoemakers, the McCarrons, they'll golf, they'll do the celebrity bowling, the 

endorsements. The rest of them? They're here, at the Winner's Cup. Or at 

Bosco's, a short hop from Hialeah in Miami, or the White Horse across from the 

stable gate at Belmont Park They're camped out, cruising agents, eavesdropping 

for hot tips. Getting in on the action. Money's money. 

Anna's daddy has bought her a condo with a big screen color tv. Steve 

has camped out there with his entourage of jockeys and groupies. Shelly watches 
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Anna carefully arrange her hair under her hard helmet, tightening the hair band 

on her ponytail. Anna thinks she'll get a break, pick up a few mounts, try to be 

an apprentice bug rider. Figuring her 5 foot flat 95 pound body will be enough to 

plant her in some saddles, Anna practices her smile in the mirror for her first win 

picture. Shelly figures her body will get her something, all right, but it won't be 

planted in a saddle till it's planted under a few trainers first. Shelly can't see why 

Anna, a Connecticut girl, lowered her sights from jumpers to the racetrack. With 

a rich daddy and a wall full of boarding school show ribbons, why anyone 

would want to slog around the pit of the Meadowlands, choking on the pink 

smoggy air, Shelly didn't know. 

At home again, Shelly leans back on the couch, watching the rest of the 

"Young and the Restless" with Sandy before bedtime, and then folds herself into 

layers of wool blankets. No need for an alarm since she wakes up automatically, 

but she pushes the button on the little white clock anyway. Four a.m. always 

comes too soon. 

The buzzer goes off as Shelly is already sitting up, the streetlight beaming 

into her eyes through the slatted blinds. Her nose is cold in the chilly room. 

Outside, her windshield is frosted over but a white note is stuck under the wiper. ~; . 
,I 

She reads "Shelly - got in late, didn't want to wake you. Great news, Steve's 



riders are heading to Gulfstream- Florida, wanna come? Anna" scrawled in 

loopy handwriting with a big smiley face underneath. 
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Shelly stares at the note, considering the possibilities. Maybe she could get 

a better job in Florida, maybe she could hook up with a stable to be a salaried 

rider and work her way up to foreman, or assistant trainer. Heck, even if she just 

gallops for awhile, it will sure be a lot easier in 85 degrees under palm trees and 

blue skies. And if she does well, maybe she could fly her mom and Sandy down 

to visit. 

Looks like her new friend the showgirl just might be her ticket out of New 

Jersey. Wonder where I can buy a bikini in February, Shelly wonders, smiling. 
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Just Keep Turning Left 

"Psst- go away! Go AWAY!" Irena whispers down to the dog circling and 

then curling up at the base of the apple tree below her perch on the cold, hard 

branch. The roots cradle him. He blends in. Irena's chin presses on her knees. Her 

knees press against the tree trunk. Her seat bones press onto the limb. One hand 

grips a limb, the other wraps around the trunk. She breathes foggy into the night. 

It's late, maybe around eleven o'clock, maybe later. She waits. Wind crawls up 

the back of her jacket. Skeleton branches rattle around her. 

Michael's voice scrapes out into the dark pasture. "Where are you?! I'll 

find you, you know I always do. And where is that damn dog?" Irena almost 

laughs- I'll get you and your little dog, Toto, too!- She glances at the brown shape 

embraced by the roots. Maybe the dog hears the snarl in Michael's voice too, 

lashing and snaking towards her. The brown Labrador retriever came with the 

house but sticks to Irena's side like he was born there. She doesn't move. She 

knows if she gets down, it'll be a sure mistake. 

Irena's arms are strong. Strong enough to grip a tree limb in the dead of 

winter, in the middle of a field, in the middle of Delaware, in the middle of a 

nightmare that wasn't near letting up. Her arms were meant to be strong enough 
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to stop a race horse going full blast, not enough to stop a man going full blast 

down on her, too late and too long. 

So there she sits curled up, like the dog sits curled up, and there the man 

stands in the gravel driveway of the stone farmhouse. The sun bright floodlight 

behind him skims his leather jacket making his silhouette look like he'd risen 

from the dead. Looking like he could just raise his arms over his head and wish a 

blessing upon the creatures before him in the field. The man's boots crunch as he 

rocks back and forth on his heels, back and forth. Back and forth. Hands on his 

hips. Manicured hands. A chiropractor's hands: healing hands. 

* * * * 

Irena had noticed Michael's hands right off that day in the crepe and 

burger cafe, near the training track in South Carolina. Holding the menu, his 

hands looked smooth. Clean. Shiny nails, clipped evenly. She waited, pad in 

hand, to take his order. Instead he said, "You new 'round here?" 

"Just for the winter, exercising race horses," tucking her own short ragged 

nails into her palm. He was George Clooney handsome but with a narrow jaw, 

and his nose angled towards the comer of his lip. Irena stared at a tiny line across 

the middle of that crooked nose. He straightened the cuff of his beige linen sport 

jacket, his wrist flashed gold. 
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"Wanna exercise me?" he chuckled, deep blue eyes sparkling. Michael's 

hand cradled a twenty dollar tip right into her apron pocket. A week later, it was 

a hundred and a ride in his Jaguar. Irena sank into the buttery leather seats. Call 

her naive. Call her suckered in. That man looked good in a small southern town. 

As autumn leaves drifted into loose piles along the steeplechase courses, 

Michael and Irena drove north to New Jersey, to visit his brother, Steve, for 

Thanksgiving. A weekend trip that turned into two months of nothing good. 

What's this? A stack of unpaid bills addressed to Dr. Michael W? Neatly rubber

banded next to a Ziploc bag with little bags of white powder in the bedroom 

closet. Oh, crap. Irena sat down with a thump on the bedroom floor in Steve's 

tiny apartment. Right next to the bags and the bills and her abandoned life. So 

much for his chiropractic office. So much for anything approaching normal. She 

made quick plans to find the closest horizon. Michael just as quickly blocked that 

plan. Then diamonds wrapped blooming bruises on her wrist. A fur coat 

embraced her broken rib. The bills piled as fast as the cocaine ran out. Michael's 

gleaming smile never quite reached his eyes. The money ran out faster than Irena 

ever could. A ten-year-old Toyota with a muffler problem replaced the Jaguar 

and pawn shops became Irena's best friend. 
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By then South Carolina was just a memory. They trickled down to Pimlico 

racetrack in Maryland where Irena picked up a few races and Michael lingered in 

the bam area pretending to be her agent. He learned to wear jeans, muck boots 

and a flat cap. Smiled at all the right times. Placed a few bets, won enough to 

borrow enough to place a few more. It was good. For a while. When he won, he 

kept his hands to himself. 

The track, especially the backside, the bam area, collects pie-eyed drifters 

and ambitious losers the way a dog attracts ticks. They huddle in the track 

kitchen over greasy eggs, over Styrofoam cups of coffee, next to the track railing, 

comparing past performances, bloodlines and handicaps. The Daily Racing 

Form, the racing program and the condition book are their Bible, Torah and 

Koran. The entire population of the backside swirls and jostles amidst the 

lingering odor of liniment, manure and possibility. The morning buzz of horses, 

blacksmiths, veterinarians, racing officials, owners, trainers, jockeys, jockey 

agents, grooms, exercise riders, pony girls, hotwalkers, outriders, ambulance 

drivers, horse van drivers, feed suppliers, and tack suppliers. All feeding the 

pulsing carnivorous beast that is horse racing. Barns laid out long with stalls 

lined up like teeth on a comb. Mechanical walkers with spider arms pulling 

horses in eternal circles. Horses grazing in grassy paddocks like pets. Into this 
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collage Michael slipped on his new role like a pair of soft gloves. Irena watched 

the trainers and agents slap Michael on the back, sharing some joke. Michael 

played golf with them, drank beer with them, offered up his reinvention like a 

miracle. Who would believe her version of him? 

But Pimlico faded into their rear view mirror late one drizzly night after 

Michael stiffed his bookie on a losing 3-1 shot. A quick call to her old friend 

Libby, the pony wrangler, landed Irena a farmhouse to stay in and an 

introduction to a few trainers at Delaware Park. Have boots will travel. 

Everything she owned fit neatly into the Toyota. Michael reinvented himself as a 

professional gambler with an inside track. Her. 

* * * * 

Now Irena licks her lips and wonders what will happen next. She takes 

everything in stride. Sometimes she pretends she's in a movie. Or in someone 

else's life, just visiting. But she can handle Michael. And if handling Michael 

means climbing an apple tree to get away from the next black and blue, well, 

that's what she'll do. What's a girl to do when she's gotta be at the track by five 

a.m.? It'll be as dark then as it is now, so what's the difference? Michael will give 

up. She breathes quietly. Patiently. But she trembles, fighting the chill creeping 

into her bones. Not much fat on her to keep her warm. 
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And yes, then Michael does go away. Maybe he needs a drink, maybe he's 

thinking she's in the farmhouse somewhere. It doesn't matter why he wants to 

get her. It's due time. Every couple of weeks it's as if his head turns inwards, his 

brain twists and his hands start reaching for her. It can be a leaky faucet, an 

empty gas tank, a cloud passing the sun. It can be his failed medical career, his 

bankruptcy, the bet he lost. At first he blamed his temper on the Vietnam War 

where he served as a medic. Even now, if a helicopter flew too close overhead, 

Michael would panic. Irena felt sorry for him, comforted him, loved him. Now it 

doesn't matter; it's her head against the wall, on the floor, under his hands. Irena 

withdraws from her self, as if from a distance. Looks down on her body under 

Michael, watching his hands. Next day there's a present and coaxing hands. 

Sorrow and tears and never agains. She waits. 

Michael turns around and walks back to the old house. The heavy 

wooden door slams behind him. Irena wiggles her shoulders, unfurls her body 

from around the tree and drops onto the stubby frozen grass. It crunches under 

her boots. She leans against the solid tree. Okay, where is he? Lights blink a trail of 

rooms in the house. The dog sits up, arches his brown back and yawns up at her. 

She can't help but yawn back. Wonder what time it is? She has no watch. Michael 

pawned it in Baltimore to buy tires. And the tires got them out of Maryland. 
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Headlights pierce the night and sweep across the field, the low stone wall 

and post and rail fence bolt upright, black then shock white. The car door slams. 

"Mike! Dude!" It's his lame-ass cokehead brother. Stray cat scrawny and 

tall and walking allloopy, waving something around. Beer bottle, maybe. Back 

door winks open and closed. Irena stands, rooted into the frozen ground. Maybe I 

can get a horse blanket from the garage, snug up somewhere until morning. Maybe I can 

... and bang, back door opens, the two men bust out, the taller one's laugh 

ricochets toward Irena. They climb into the car. It spits gravel going out the 

driveway. Taillights blink down the road. 

Everything is dead silent and still in the pasture now. That certain quiet 

that sounds like forever. For a moment Irena just stands there, absorbing the 

silence. Then she climbs over the wood rail fence. The dog crawls under and 

follows her into the house. She doesn't bother changing clothes. Just flops down 

on the camping mattress under the chandelier that hnags squarely in the middle 

of what would have been a dining room. He might come back so she'd better be 

ready. A hom blast wakes her, echoing through the empty house. It's 4:30 and 

looks like midnight, it's time to go to work. Libby is leaning on the horn. Irena 

grabs an apple, lets the dog out and climbs into Libby's pickup, and tosses her 

helmet on the floor. 
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"You okay?" Libby asks glancing sideways but not looking at Irena 

straight on, like she knows the answer already. 
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"Yeah, fine. You know." Irena shakes her head. Stares at the passing blur 

of pine trees, stone barns, wandering lines of rail fences, quiet peaceful farms 

nestled in winter's dark slumber. The truck heat blasts hot at her ankles. "Thanks 

for gettin' me some mounts." 

"No problem. Got a race today?" 

"Yeah, filly in the second, allowance sprint. For Jenkins." 

"Gotta chance on her?" 

"Maybe. She ran fifth last time out, he dropped her down so she's 

running for less. She's in the turf race on Saturday; With Gonzalez up. But, she 

can come from behind, a tough little filly." 

"Hey, filly's gotta be tough in this game, right kid do?" Libby grins. 

"Yeah, that's the truth." Irena shakes her head. "Man, I'm tired." She takes 

a bite of the apple, the juice runs down her chin. Tastes good. "What day is it?" 

"Tuesday. Wednesday. Whatever." Libby laughs. "Remember what you 

said years ago?" 

"What?" Irena looks at her old friend. 

"That it's always Monday on the racetrack. Right?" 
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Irena smiles. "Yeah, dark to dark, twenty-four seven, that's it." 

"Hey, I'm glad you're back this year. You can always come be one of my 

pony girls, you know. I got plenty of horses- you get nine bucks to take a horse 

to the gate in the afternoon, easy, right? You can ride a western saddle, cantcha?" 

Libby turns into the Delaware Park stable gate, nods to the gateman in the 

little house. The gate lifts and the old truck rolls past the line of horse vans, 

trucks and trailers. 

Irena shakes her head. "Thanks, Lib, really, I appreciate it, but I gotta get 

some races. I'm not ready to quit riding, you know? Not yet." 

"Well, you goin' up to New York this summer? Saratoga?" 

"Don't know. You know. I dunno. Whatever." Irene's voice trails away. 

"You sure you okay? You will be, you know. You're gonna be okay." 

Libby insists. "You gotta believe that." 

She's fine. She tells the trainers she's fine, hopping from one boot to the 

other in the barns in the morning. Hey, I'm fine, riding weight, that's all, riding 

weight, no problem, I can do the weight, see? The trainers peer at her, this tall, 

skinny girl. Face with no color, just vacant like her skin is painted over the bones, 

but bright green eyes. A gentle slope of shoulder and her red hair stuffed up 



under her helmet. She slinks down trying to look shorter, stuffs her hands into 

her front pockets. Gotta horse I can ride? Gotta horse, sir? 

Usually Irena checks with a foreman first thing as he arrives at the bam. 
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The horses wait for breakfast, all lined up and bobbing their heads out of stalls, 

nosing the empty flat hay nets, like old udders, waiting for sweet feed and fresh 

water. The foreman gestures toward the office at the end of the long shedrow. A 

trainer hunches over his work charts. Maybe a cowboy hat shoved down to his 

ears, jacket collar turned up. Maybe a Redskins cap and a fleece-lined denim 

jacket. Maybe an L.L. Bean field coat and rubber bottomed muck boots and a flat 

plaid ascot cap. All kinds of trainers here. 

Trainers with a hundred well-bred horses parade out in matching saddle 

cloths from barns with polished stall gates and nameplates and flowerboxes and 

full time riders. Then there are the two-bit trainers getting day money to buy 

groceries. Guys who steal hay and claim horses off each other. They wait for the 

Big Horse. Guys who spread their straw so thin in stalls you can see patches of 

bare wood floor. Guys with cheap horses and worse help. Their bony-kneed 

ribby horses nod over splintery bam doors at Irena as she stamps down those 

bam aisles. But they'll let her throw a leg over their sorry horses. 
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They'll promise her an afternoon mount and then some Jacinto or Billy 

Ray gets named instead of her. But at least she gets the mornings. She looks for 

skinny horses slinking to the track under shredded old saddle blankets and 

cracked rubber reins. These trainers pay her ten bucks a mount to get around the 

track and back alive, if not sound. What? He's sore on his right front? Take him 

around again! That'll loosen him up! 

Irena leans against the horse, gathers the reins up, checking to see if they'll 

break in the next ten minutes. She lifts her ankle for the groom to boost her onto 

the saddle and then tightens the girth, tightens her breath, tightens her helmet. 

Leg up, around the barn, onto the horse path and up to the track. The Delaware 

Park green wooden grandstand looms gracefully, benevolently, over the 

smooth green turf course, the brown dirt oval and circling horses turning left. 

Breathe, breathe, nod to the other riders. Old Latino jockeys hoping for a 

mount, pony-tailed bright-faced girls fresh off the horse show circuit wearing 

velvet helmet covers, their long legs dangling, spaghetti thin steeplechase jocks 

looking for extra cash, regular jocks frog-like with knees crunched in front of 

them, legs tucked under. 

Irena rocks in the saddle, rolls her shoulders, loosening up. Nudges onto 

the track in a small herd of jumpy horses as the gate swings wide. Outrider 
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positions himself at the edge, watching, chatting, nodding. Her horse breaks into 

a slow trot, a slow canter, then a gallop. Leans on her hands buried in the mane 

tickling her knuckles. Listens to the horse flap flappy breathing, triple rolling 

thud thud thud rhythm of the canter. Pulls up after a mile, turns around in the 

other direction and walks back to the bam along the outside rail, loose loam 

shuffling around hooves. 

"Thanks, Irena," trainer Bobby Joe Martin Tony Angelo Jose whoever, 

says, "see ya tomorrow, we maybe work da filly, yeah?" 

"Yeah, no problem, see ya then." Five down, five more horses to go. 

Maybe more. Some she'll ride for free, for a race ride promise, some she'll gallop 

for cash. Time for the break, when the tractors harrow the track for half an hour. 

Grooms pour warm soap water over tired horses back from their workout, steam 

rising gently from their flanks. Grooms steer wheelbarrows piled high with dirty 

shavings and straw. Hotwalkers lead plodding horses around the barns, down 

lost dusty aisles, turning left again and again. Irena rounds a comer past a stack 

of yellow straw bales, and a gray horse's rear end shuffles backwards out of a 

stall. Hind feet scooting piles of dirt, the animal's front end starts to lift, head 

jerking towards the wood rafters. A long rope strains from his halter to inside his 

stall. Hooves flash up. 
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Then Irena sees Michael on the other end of the rope holding the horse, 

pulling, pulling. What the heck? What's he doing here? And why is he pulling on that 

horse? 

"Michael!" Irena speaks loudly, but not shouting, keeping her voice firm 

but calm so she doesn't startle the gray horse. "What the hell are you doing"! The 

horse rears up now, a force to be reckoned with. "Let the rope loose! Let it loose -

you're making it worse!" Irena tenses as the horse tenses, she feels his 

frustration, the moment crystallizes. The gray horse's eyes widen, head jerking 

up, muscular hindquarters shifting from one sprung hock to the other. 

"LET GO!" Irena commands. 

Michael does let go but slips and falls under the horses' front hooves. His 

handsome face is contorted by something Irena hasn't seen before: fear. 

Confusion. His hands, those perfect hands, cover his face, he is cowering under 

the horse. For a second Irena hesitates. Who would blame her is she walked 

away? Would she be haunted by the vision of what she could have prevented? It 

would be a lie to say she didn't think twice. 

But then Irena moves quickly to front of the gray horse. She reaches up, 

grabs the halter and jerks the horse away from the stall, away from the middle of 

the shedrow, away from Michael. She slips the rope from under the horse's legs. 
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The animal's eyes are wide and black under a steel gray forelock and trembling 

lips. Irena smoothes her hands down the gray's quivering neck. "Easy, easy does 

it. It's okay, it's okay." The horse draws a deep breath, shudders and then 

relaxes. He reaches for the grass by Irena's boots. Irene watches Michael struggle 

to his feet and brush off the straw and dirt. 

"So what was that all about? What are you doing here?" 

"I was waiting for Jose Rodriquez. He said he'd be right back- he was 

doing something with this horse, I don't know, wrapping his legs or something, 

and then he got a phone call." 

The gray has white bandages on his shins. "And he just left you here? 

Didn't he know you have no experience with horses?" 

"I SAID he was supposed to be right back!" Michael glares at her, even as 

he is picking a piece straw off of his sleeve. "And it's not like I don't have any 

experience- I've been hanging around the track all year helping you, haven't I? 

Have you forgotten that? If it wasn't for me you wouldn't have half the mounts, 

remember? Huh? Do you?" 

Irena just looks at him. 

"Well? Whaddya have to say now?" His face is flushed, brows knitted 

together. 
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She was confused. Again, Michael had somehow turned everything 

around to her, something was her fault. Maybe he is embarrassed, maybe scared, 

she doesn't know. But she recognizes the look in his eyes. 

And then he laughs as the apprehension Irena feels filters onto her face. 

Irena leads the horse into the stall, shutting the wire gate securely and 

then crosses the grass to the horse path, angling away from Michael. 

"Look, I've gotta go- I've got five more horses to get on, okay? Okay? I'll 

see you later." 

But she doesn't move. She wants to, she wishes she were anywhere else, 

but her boots won't budge from that dirt aisleway of the bam. Michael is just 

standing there, looking at her and his eyes seem to darken, the bright blue 

invaded by the black of his irises. She hears his breath whistling slightly in the 

back of his throat, like the sound you'd make blowing across a Pepsi can. Irena 

considers her options. If he lunges, she can duck under or to the left. She's glad 

she still has her helmet on. Her hand slowly wanders backwards, to the back 

pocket of her jeans where her short whip is stuck. 

At that moment, Jose comes around the comer of the bam, adjusting his 

straw cowboy hat on his head. "Hey, Mike! Sorry about that, buddy, listen- I 
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gotta cancel our golf game today, the vet's coming by to x-ray later okay? Maybe 

tomorrow, yeah?" 

Michael is all smiles, all grins, yeah yeah no problem, Jose slapping him 

the shoulder. The two men amble down the road, Jose's hat nodding up and 

down. Irena hears him laughing along to some joke Michael is telling. 

She unsnaps her helmet, shakes out her hair and walks down the main 

road to the track kitchen. Her stomach is clenched and part of her wishes she 

could just find someplace and curl up. There's nowhere to go but here. The 

racetrack is her haven and her prison. The boiling hot coffee burns her lips so she 

forces herself to nibble on an apple. She pulls out her notepad, noting the 

trainer's names and horses. Ten bucks to gallop, five bucks to pony a horse. She 

collects at the end of the week. The announcement blares that the track is now 

open. Time to get back to work and the riders in the track kitchen empty out into 

the bam area. 

At the end of the morning Michael is at the stable gate waiting in the car. 

He shoves open the door for her. No mention of what she knew had been a close 

call in the bam. 



Instead he asks, "How's the filly doing? She's ready? You'll win, right? 

Right?" He is gripping her arm, squeezing her bicep. Irena twists away from 

him. "She feels good, yeah, she can win, okay?" 
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She told Michael her filly has a shot, that she can win. She told him it 

could be her Big Break: she could be the full time rider for this trainer. It's almost 

the truth. Michael believes. He doesn't know too much about training or racing 

horses. That's what Irena is counting on. 

Michael's nodding, one hand waving around as he steers towards the 

grandstand. "I told Richard, you know Richard? The guy who owns half the 

railroads on the east coast? He was lookin' for a long shot, and your filly is it." 

"Yeah, right, Michael. Listen, I gotta get ready. Drop me off at the jock's 

room." 

Michael's still talking, excited words tumbling out of his mouth. 

"I owe him you know, for paying off that bookie at Pimlico. He's putting a 

bundle on her, right? A chunk on her to win, and so am I. You hear what I'm 

saying?" Michael glares at Irena. "She'll be going off at a high price, probably 

10-1. We need this, right? Right?" 

Irena watches his face, pretending not think about the packed duffle bag 

stuffed behind the hot water heater in the empty stone house. The duffle bag 
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with the side pocket stuffed with five and ten dollar bills, and the address of a 

farm manager down in Middleburg, Virginia looking for help. She can break 

yearlings for full time pay, a warm bed and she can bring the dog with her. He'll 

be her dog now. Finally, after ten months and three states there's a hole in his 

plans big enough for her to slip through. 

Michael swerves to the curb in front of the jockey's room, a small brick 

building next to the paddock and saddling enclosure. 

"Do it, 'Rena, do it for me. For us, right?" 

"Yeah. Right. For us." 

Irena jerks the car door open and slams it behind her. Doesn't look back. 

In the jocks room Irena sweats out a pound or two in the hot box before 

her race. Then she and the other jockeys parade out into the paddock past the 

crowds pressed up against the hedges, clutching programs and Racing Forms. 

The trainer saddles the filly and gives Irena a quick smile and a leg up. He's not 

expecting much in this race, tells her to just give the filly a run, not push her. A 

six furlong allowance race warm up. The horse will be in an important turf race 

on the weekend, but with a different rider. Irena knows this but takes the mount 

anyway, just to get ~ mount. In pink and purple silks Irena folds up her plank of 



a body onto the postage stamp saddle, her self all angles and flat planes and 

bumps of bones. 
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This is Delaware Park's version of family day: kids chasing each other 

among the dry, brown leaves next to the saddling paddock. Horses scatter and 

scoot. A little girl, maybe seven or eight, stands at the hedge next to the horse 

path. Irena looks at her. I was her age when I knew I wanted to ride. Irena gives the 

girl a smile. But the kid doesn't smile back. She peers up at Irena and turns to her 

mother, just when Irena's horse is passing her, just when the horse is about to 

step onto the track, "What's wrong with the lady rider, mommy? Is she sick?" 

What does the girl see? Do I look that bad? Can she see my fear? My nerves? My 

bruises? Irena feels exposed and invisible at the same time. 

After a warm up canter, Irena and the filly are led into the hulking metal 

starting gate in the 6 hole, right in the middle. And they're off! 

The filly stumbles coming out of the gate but manages to run in the 

middle of the pack down the backstretch and then Irena steers her to the outside 

around the tum and then, at the top of the stretch, the filly switches leads and 

Irena raises her whip and swings it next to the filly's blinkers and the horse 

responds with a little surge forward and now there's two horses in front of her 

and she hears the crowd over the thundering hooves as the filly leans into her 
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stride, Irena ducks in through a hole and passes the bay on the right, and then 

pulls even with the chestnut at the eighth pole and as much as she loves to win, 

to feel that cresting, pulsing moment of being in front, Irena sticks with the plan 

and lets her little finger slide off the reins just a bit, yes, just enough to make the 

inside rein looser, taking the edge off and as she does that Irena shifts her weight 

back into her heels just enough to change the horse's forward momentum and 

there it is, the finish line is right in front and the chestnut wins by a head. 

Irena stands in her stirrups and gallops out, leaning on her hands, letting 

her knees absorb the rhythm of the filly, her breath puffing gray. She slows the 

horse down to a walk at the outside rail, turns and trots back to the groom. Slides 

off the filly and takes her tack to the scale. No sign of Michael. Good. Back in the 

jocks room she showers and changes, her teeth clenching nervously. 

In the weak sunlight of the winter mid-afternoon Irena walks out through 

the paddock and into the valet parking lot. She looks to her right just in time to 

see Michael being escorted by two rather large men into a long, shiny black car. 

Richard's goons? Someone else with a grudge? Who knows? The car snakes 

away through the tree-lined parking lot and disappears around the bend in the 

road. There's Libby, waiting by the owner/trainer entrance. The red pickup pulls 



up right in front of Irena. She climbs in and tosses her gear bag on the floor. 

Libby looks at Irena. "Hey, tough luck, running second!" 

"Yeah, tough luck." And they laugh. 
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· Music to Her Ears 

A slim one-ounce letter never weighed more in Bill Monroe's pocket. He 

had to take the white envelope out of his leather jacket and lay it gently on the 

seat next to him as he steered the old Ford Ranger pickup truck. He could see the 

white rectangular shape out the comer of his eye, next to his old, bent, felt 

cowboy hat. The red return address letters shone importantly, like a Christmas 

present. 

The ]ulliard School, West 651h St, New York, N.Y. 

The lights of San Francisco were just visible as he drove up the frontage 

road skirting the bay. The top half of the Golden Gate Fields grandstand, 

blanketed in fog, loomed at the top of the hill. Bill swiveled right into the parking 

lot tucked between the lower grandstand entrance and the stable gate. He swung 

the truck into a parking space beneath the 'State Stewards' sign nailed to the 

green painted barn wall and switched off the headlights. There was no racing 

today, so parking wouldn't be a problem. On race days trainers, jockeys and 

horsemen had to compete for spaces with the racing officials. The truck door 

creaked open as Bill shoved it with a worn down boot heel. He swung his legs 

around and stamped his boots on the pavement to get the blood circulating 
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again. He had inched along Highway 80 in traffic to Golden Gate Fields, joining 

commuters creeping towards the Bay Bridge that was draped in twinkling lights 

at5:30 a.m. 

A chime sounded, startling Bill. He still hadn't gotten used to a cell phone; 

it always surprised him with its urgent alert. 

/IHello? Oh, hi, Allie yeah, I just got to the track", Bill answered his 

daughter, 11Yeah, traffic was pretty bad. Are you on your way? Okay, see you in 

a minute -love you, too". 

Bill clicked the phone off and stood up raising his shoulders to squeeze 

the knot out, relieving the stiffness. He sighed and carefully tucked the letter into 

his jacket. Picking up his bent brown cowboy hat, he paused for a moment to 

straighten the edge, smoothing the brim, before placing it on his graying head. 

The collar of his old leather jacket turned up against the bay fog chill, Bill 

slammed the truck door and headed towards the stable gate entrance. Growling 

tractors, loam boiling up behind the harrows, prepared the track for the daily 

workouts just beyond the gate. He breathed in a whiff of fresh turned dirt and 

muddy straw. 

11Morning, Bill!" a jockey about Bill's size called out as he trotted by, 

helmet chin strap swinging loose, his bat sticking out of the rear pocket of his 



jeans. The rider's boots tapped on the concrete then muffled as he jogged onto 

the dirt inside the stable gate, passing the little guard shack. Fluorescent light 

spilled over the gateman' s hunched shoulders. 

Following in the jock's path, Bill nodded slightly to the gateman as he 

passed through the gate, giving him a small, friendly smile. 
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The squat balding man looked up from the Racing Form and let out a low 

whistle, "Hey, Bill, nice win on your filly in the stake the other day- you have 

the exacta ?" he said, peering over his reading glasses. 

"You know how it is, Edgar," Bill said winking, "Shoulda coulda woulda, 

right?" 

Edgar shrugged and laughed, turning back to the paper, looking for hot 

tips. 

The tractors stopped harrowing for a moment and Bill heard a car pulling 

in. A door slammed and a girl's voice called out. 

"Hey, Dad!" 

Alison grinned and waved to her father as she put on her baseball cap. A 

Yankees cap. That girl loved the Yankees, especially Derek Jeter; not a popular 

thing in A's country, but then again, she loved everything about New York. Bill 

had taken her to Lincoln Center to hear the symphony a few years ago when he 
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went back to New York. They had visited his mother in the Long Island rest 

home and then over to look at some horses at Belmont Park racetrack. Even for a 

girl used to San Francisco, Bill had seen his daughter gasp at the view from the 

Empire State Building. 

He watched Alison get out of her blue Honda Civic, throwing her 

backpack across her shoulders. Her old, brown leather paddock boots crunched 

on the loose gravel as she jogged slightly to reach him, her puffy, red down 

jacket billowing around her slender frame. If he didn't know it was his own 

daughter, he would've guessed it was any of the exercise boys here at the track. 

Look how tall she is, Bill thought, I can still remember when I had to hold her hand 

walking through the gate when she was little. How am I going send her off to New York, 

to Julliard? It's so far away, it's another life. Maybe she won't want to go, you never 

know. 

"Wait up!" Alison called. She nodded to the guard. "'Morning, Edgar, 

what's up?" Her words came out in puffs, warm into the cool air. Edgar waved a 

few fingers at her, keeping his gaze on the Racing Form. 

Alison's pace slowed to walk as she reached her father. She put her arm 

across his shoulders, easy to do since she was a full head taller. 
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"Sorry I'm late. My students had their recitals last night at the arts school 

in Berkeley. There's this one eight-year-old who is just amazing- he only started 

playing piano a year ago and he's already ahead of the rest of the class and wants 

to tackle Chopin! And there were a few renditions of 'Chopsticks', too, but it 

was fun." 

Alison and Bill walked away from the gate, his right leg swiveling to the 

right a bit as he crossed the dirt horse path next to the track kitchen. The kitchen 

cafe lights gleamed onto the horse path, making crescent hoof shaped shadows 

in the fine dirt. Laughter and the sizzle of bacon and eggs on the grill drifted 

through the door, belching open as grooms, trainers, and riders filled up on hot 

coffee and fresh gossip. 

"Well, that's not much older than you were when your mom first took 

you to piano lessons, now was it, Allie?" Bill remembered hearing "Chopsticks" 

and later, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven echo through their house. Piano scales 

had accompanied her childhood; she hummed to herself as she trotted, cantered, 

and jumped in the little horse shows in Sonoma Country, before Mary had gotten 

the cancer. 

There wasn't much music after that. Bill had decided to renovate the old 

bam, avoiding the cozy kitchen where his wife's little potted plants and ceramic 
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cats still perched on the window sill, expectantly. A full year passed after the 

funeral before Alison approached the black, dusty piano in the comer of the 

living again. She resumed it with a passion~ The sonatas had trailed out to the 

bam; Bill would find himself tapping his fingers to the beat as he put the horses 

out to pasture. He would pause and let the twinkling, pounding piano notes flow 

through him, a stream of grief. Eventually, life had simply carried them forward, 

with Alison either helping Bill at the track after school or at the piano, her brown 

hair trailing into her eyes, head bent over her flashing fingers. 

Now the pair passed by the kitchen, circled the racing office and walked 

down the concrete main road past rows of long narrow barns, forty stalls each, 

lined up like teeth on a comb. Bill looked at Alison, "You like teaching? Sounds 

like your kids are doing well- you must be good at it, right?" Bill hinted. Hey, 

maybe she could stay here and teach. 

"Yeah, I do, actually, but when I see the kids play I remember how hard it 

was at first. Remember how much I hated practicing? You told me I couldn't ride 

until I practiced!" 

Bill stepped carefully over snaking hoses, his right leg stiffening with the 

cold, and around grooms maneuvering bulky three-wheeled carts full of dirty 

straw towards growing manure piles. 
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Bill's knee throbbed painfully. Must be the damn fog, the chill. After 15 years, 

you'd think a body would get over those injuries by now. That lug headed four year 

old gelding, Past Mayhem, sure had done a number on him that day at Santa 

Anita, at the top of the stretch, coming down the lane and veering to the inside 

for no good reason at all. Lifting long dark legs over the inside rail and leaping 

crazily, flipping over and landing right on top of Bill, his right leg all twisted up, 

stuck out the wrong way. Bill lay there dreaming, maybe dead, in the infield 

grass till the ambulance showed up. Thing is, the horse got right up like he'd 

done a good trick and trotted away, reins dangling down, stirrups swinging 

jauntily. Even in the video, watched again and again by the patrol judges and 

stewards, no one could see anything to cause the horse to bolt, not an errant 

duck in the infield, not a jockey waving a stick coming up on the outside, 

nothing. 

Later that spring they'd put in the safety rail, a platform three feet wide 

all along the rail. That could happen to anyone anytime on a horse, not just in a race; I 

seen plenty of good exercise riders end up under a horse- I don't want to see Allie that 

way, Bill thought. But still, ]ulliard ... 

In ten minutes the track would open for training. Now it was just agents, 

jocks, and exercise riders roaming the backside looking for mounts. 
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"Yeah, well, your mom and I wanted to give you something the racetrack 

couldn't," Bill glanced up at his daughter," Allie, she would've been so proud of 

you winning that award at your recital in the city, and then that audition. I was 

too", Bill smiled at Alison, "And besides, you don't want to end up like me, do 

you? Broken down jock with a buncha second rate horses?" he grinned, 

gesturing towards the track and the barns, muddy puddles squatting next to 

lumps of dirty straw. 

The letter in Bill's pocket seemed heavy again. How would she take it? 

Maybe she won't want to leave, maybe she'll decide to stay. 

Alison smacked him gently on the shoulder. 

"Oh, yeah, right, Dad, this from the Eclipse award winner of 1984? Give 

me a break. And it's just piano, for Christ's sake, it's not like a whole other 

world!" Not yet. 

But Alison smiled just the same as they rounded a comer and crossed a 

small patch of grass in front of Barn 12. The long shed row was already lit up. 

She heard horses munching, water buckets banging and scraping the wood stalls, 

and horses feet stamping and snorting. The rich fragrance of warm oats reached 

them. 
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"Hola, Bill, Allie. You want me get that colt out, boss?" Bill's longtime 

foreman, Roberto, emerged from a stall, pitchfork in hand, wiping the sweat off 

his broad forehead with a red bandana. He tucked the bandana in his jeans back 

pocket, brushing the straw off his thighs, "You want that colt Sonata to go 5/8 

mile today? What you want that colt to do, boss?" He glanced quickly down the 

road, then back at Bill. "That pinhead Vasquez, he say you want him go 5/8, but I 

tell him, no, I don't think so; he only go 3/8 the other day, you know? You want 

ice him?" 

"Well, he goes a '12, but with blinkers. And bandages. He eat up okay?" 

Bill turned and unlocked his office door at the end of the shed row in the comer 

of the bam. "And no ice, his legs are okay." He flicked on the lights and tossed 

his cowboy hat onto the desk covered in racing forms, daily charts, and condition 

books. The black phone machine blinked with new messages. "And 'Berto, get 

the new filly, Prelude, out; she'll jog a mile backwards with Allie and go one easy 

tum." 

Alison followed her father into the office and dropped her backpack on 

the old worn couch pushed against the concrete wall. "I'll do it, Dad," she said, 

"I want to see how her ankle is." She pulled off her baseball hat and shook out 

her long brown hair. Twisting it deftly, she wrapped a hair band around it and 
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made a ponytail. Bill watched his daughter; an image of the five-year-old Alison 

sprang into his mind, going off to kindergarten, insisting she do her own 

ponytail, now that she was a big girl. She put the cap back on, pushing the 

ponytail through and then reached for a bridle, plucked an exercise saddle and 

pad off a stack and grabbed a bucket of long bandages to wrap around the 

horse's shins and ankles. Bill watched her walk down the long shedrow, stacked 

yellow straw bales on one side, horses' nodding heads poking out of the stalls on 

the other. 

Bill sighed and sat down in the black cushioned office chair, adjusting the backrest to 

press against his lower back. He lifted his right leg carefully and rested it on a stool 

covered with an old saddle pad, turning his knee carefully. 

The public address system buzzed, "Attention horsemen, the track is now 

open, the track is now open for training". The system squealed and clicked off. 

Bill looked over his work sheet for the morning. Luckily, the fog had burnt 

off. The first rays of sun glinted over the Berkeley hills, reflecting off the glass 

press box windows in the silent grandstand. Bill punched the coffee maker 

button, enjoying the instant gurgling sound and the smell of rich, dark coffee. He 

pulled down his souvenir gold and beige Golden Gate Fields mug off a shelf and 
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then switched on the dusty, old tape player on the shelf. He had boxes of old 

cassette tapes he still kept and refused to switch to CD's, saying you couldn't 

find the same music these days. Beethoven piano sonatas swelled and softened 

the hard, sharp light of the tiny office. 

Above the shelf were rows of framed win pictures, with Bill Monroe listed 

as trainer, photographed next to horses and owners. On the opposite wall, above 

the saddles, were older, yellowed photos of Bill Monroe perched lightly on the 

horses' backs, grinning under different colored helmet covers. He only kept the 

big stake race photos, there were too many little race wins to be sentimental 

about anymore. Next to and old race photo was a gold frame with a photo of 

Alison at a recital. Must've been an old one, there she is in the black velvet dress with 

the bow in the back, she was maybe ten years old playing Mozart that day, Bill recalled. 

He had been so proud of her, how she struggled at first but kept 

practicing anyway. Bill would lean back in his old rocking chair after closing up 

the bam at night, put his aching feet up and close his eyes as he listened to the 

I nourishing family music. The sizzle of Mary's spaghetti sauce in the kitchen, the 
t 
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scales tapping out under Alison's fingers, the thwap of a dog's tail against the 

worn wooden floor. Didn't get much better than that. Bill loved listening to 
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piano and had enjoyed playing, but horses called to him early on. As a boy the 

horses had a stronger pull, before the racetrack life had shrunk his dreams. 

Adagio, andante, staccato, the piano music filled the spaces in the empty 

pockets in Bill's mind, his fingers tapped on the desk, eyes closed, fingering from 

memory. Shoulda coulda woulda, it never ends. So maybe I should've stayed at 

]ulliard. Maybe heading straight out to Belmont wasn't the best idea after all; would still 

have legs that work right. But hey, I had my share of wins and now I've got a dozen 

horses in training out here, now, so how bad is that? 

* * * * * * 

"Billy boy, what are you thinking?" his dad had demanded, himself an 

accomplished violinist in the New York Symphony Orchestra, "Don't you know 

how lucky you are to be the youngest pianist to be accepted at Julliard? You've 

worked so hard -you'll have a dozen job offers the week you graduate!" Stuart 

threw up his hands in frustration. Billy had glared at him, feeling rebellious and 

determined. Sure he had talent, sure he did well at Julliard, but hadn't he paid 

the price? Hadn't he practiced and played piano since he was six years old? But 

when he wasn't practicing, he was the stables, riding. That's where the thrill was 

for him, the ride. The power of the horse, going as fast as could, galloping away 

I 

I 
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from Flushing, away from the careful consistency of music, the confinement of a 

measured life. 

His mother, Alice, had turned away from kitchen window overlooking 

her rose garden, the pride of the Flushing, Long Island Garden Club. She 

narrowed her eyes at Stuart, a here-we-go-again grimace on her face and a hand 

on her hip. 

"Look, Stuart, Billy's just not motivated," she said, waving her hand in 

Bill's direction, who was still slumped at the kitchen table, eyeing his father, stiff 

and grim-faced. "He's given it his all and now he wants something else. Why 

can't you let him just quit and move on?" 

"You don't understand, Alice! You never do. He just isn't disciplined!" 

"Stuart, the secret of discipline is motivation. When a boy is motivated, 

discipline will take care of itself. Let it go. Besides, he's a good rider!" 

"What, you think that's so important? So he can ride a horse! Big deal! Just 

because you rode once doesn't mean he has to -" 

Alice cut him off, "Oh, and because you're a musician you're saying your 

son has to? He's followed you for years. I don't care if he wants to ride horses or 

pound nails, for God's sake, let the boy alone!" 
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Billy saw Stuart chew his lip hard enough to swallow it. Alice, a born and 

bred Long Islander, had grown up in the pony club, and had collected enough 

ribbons at the local horse shows to paper a wall. She had taken her boy Billy to 

his first riding lesson as a treat for his 81h birthday. 

"Waste of time, Alice, waste of time," Stuart had muttered from behind 

his music stand, picking up his violin and settling his glasses on his nose. 

Alice had persevered, and after school, Billy was at the barn mucking 

stalls and rubbing horses for riding lessons. And then she had introduced the 

boy to Woody Stephens, the prominent trainer at Belmont Park, to learn to gallop 

horses when he was sixteen. Angel Cordero himself had taken Billy under his 

wing as an apprentice jockey. And then he rode the wave of success until a horse 

named Past Mayhem snatched it out from under him. 

It was her fault, Stuart had thought, as he watched his son laying on the 

turf a country away in Los Angeles, the medics at Santa Anita clearing him off 

the track before the last race. Stuart had elbowed his way to see the television 

better in the dim light of the comer bar in Flushing that awful night. 

( ******* 

A couple of dozen years later and three thousand miles away, Bill poured 

a fresh, hot cup of black coffee into his mug, rose carefully to his feet, and headed 
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down the long dirt shed row. Red and blue rubber webbings were attached in 

the doorway of each stall with screw eyes, each with "WM" in big red letters in 

the middle, for William Monroe stables. Bill passed each stall, eyeing each set of 

legs, noticing any swelling, any cuts, noticing anything unusual about each 

horse. The horses nodded their big heads up and down, tossing forelocks in 

greeting, some flapping their lower lips, a whap whap sound. He rubbed their 

velvet muzzles along the way. 

Hay nets swished as teeth tore mouthfuls of rich, green alfalfa hay. Horses 

shut in stalls whinnied at the passing herd on the horse path going to the track. 

Metal horseshoes tapped on concrete as exercise riders, jockeys, and pony riders 

headed towards the track. 

Bill swung quickly under stall webbings and ran his hands over the horses 

flanks, down a leg, over a shoulder, along a back, looking for problems, feeling 

for heat, listening for clues from each horse. 

Alison came out of a stall shoving her stick in her back pocket and 

fastening the chin strap on her helmet. Roberto followed leading Prelude with a 

lead shank attached to a halter over the bridle. The horse's dark brown head 

nodded furiously, her tongue shaking out the side of her mouth, reins flapping 

against her slender neck. Prelude paused outside the shedrow, suddenly alert, 
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her ears straight up, large dark eyes divided by a broad white stripe down to her 

quivering muzzle. She listened to the rumbling of hooves and the nicker of 

horses. Trembling slightly, tiny snorts escaped out of her black nostrils, dripping 

tiny beads of moisture. Her black hooves shifted uneasily, dancing, making little 

scraping sounds against the concrete. 

Alison stood on the horse's near side, lifting the saddle flap to tug on the 

girth strap. Her left hand pressed the rubber-covered reins on Prelude's withers, 

waiting for a leg up. Roberto held the shank with one hand and grabbed Alison's 

ankle with the other. 

"Ready, Allie?" Roberto asked, holding the young horse steady as she 

danced a bit further away. "Up you go-" 

Roberto lifted Alison's ankle as she started to spring onto Prelude's back, 

just as she had done a thousand times before. 

Suddenly, a rising chorus of yelps sounded from the track. 

"Whoa! Whoa there! Loose horse! Loose horse!" 

Roberto snapped his head around to see a flash of gray as a horse, lead 

rope dangling, galloped off the track, racing anywhere, dashing, panic-stricken 

down the horse path. 

Bill emerged from a stall, ducking under the stall webbing quickly. 
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"Allie! Allie! Get back! Watch out!" Prelude, eyes showing white, 

suddenly reared up and skittered away from Roberto, tilting, towering over the 

girl, black hooves swiping the gray sky. The loose horse galloped blindly, 

skidding, sliding, across the path, across the pavement, smacked flat into the end 

of a bam and tumbled over, hooves flailing. Men shouted, running, circling the 

horse, steering clear of the churning hooves, blocking escape. 

Alison instinctively pushed back against Prelude, dropping the reins and 

stepping away quickly. Roberto let the lead shank slide through his fingers, 

letting the frightened horse rear up and come back down, front hooves settling 

nervously onto the concrete. 

Bill walked steadily over to the quivering young horse and patted her 

smooth, dark shoulder, calming her, "Hey big girl, there now, c'mon, you're 

okay." He looked over at Alison, rubbing her wrist and watching the gray horse 

struggle to his feet, encircled by men with outstretched arms." And you? Allie? 

You okay?" 

He motioned to Roberto, "Why don't you give her a tum around the shed 

row, let her relax for a minute?" 

"Sure, boss." Roberto nodded and led the filly back into the barn. 
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"Yeah, Dad, I'm fine," Alison assured her father, "My wrist got a little 

snap, that's all." 

"Let me see," Bill reached for his daughter's thin wrist and rubbed the 

slight swelling by her bone, "Oh, Allie, this could've been bad." He held her arm 

a bit more, feeling his stomach tighten. 

"Dad, really, I'm okay," Alison shook her wrist free to prove it. 

Bill shook his head. They had just gotten lucky. But luck ran out on the 

racetrack before long, as anyone around the backside knew. 

The gray horse now stood on wobbly legs, looking confused, foolish, his 

ears flopping sideways like a tired dog, and waited while someone approached 

calmly, took his lead shank and walked him down the horse path to his barn. The 

other horsemen turned and headed back to the track, checking their watches, 

looking for their horses, whistling softly. 

Alison walked towards the end of the bam, tucking her chinstrap back 

into place, waiting for Roberto to bring the horse around the comer. 

"Hey, Allie- I got something for you." He waved her over. That was too 

damn close. 

"Yeah, okay, dad," She nodded, pulling on her gloves, "When I get back, 

ok?" 
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"No, Allie," Bill shook his head at his daughter, rubbing his chin, 

scratching his two day old stubble, "I think I'll get Jimmy on her today." 

"Jimmy? But he's got, like, ten horses to gallop today, you don't-" Alison 

stood, hands on her hips, staring at Bill. 

"No, I'm not kidding, Allie," Bill interrupted "Gotta present for you." He 

reached into his jacket pocket and pulled out a long, white letter, waving it 

gently towards her, his heart pounding. What if it wasn't good news? What if she 

were turned down? Alison stared at her dad, confused, and then as Bill held up the 

letter, she tilted her head and walked slowly towards him. 

"Huh? I don't get it. What is it?" 

Silently, Bill handed Alisonthe envelope, squinting up at her face, 

watching her expression change as she saw the return address. Horses on the 

hotwalking machine circled behind as her mouth dropped open. She looked at 

her father. 

"Oh Dad! Oh my God!" She threw her arms around her father and he 

laughed, holding her close. 

"No way! ]ulliard? I don't believe it!" Alison gasped, hardly breathing, 

"When did it come? How long have you known?" 

r 
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"Yesterday. The package is at home, but I wanted to bring the official 

letter. Well, aren't you going to open it?" He smiled nervously, trying to sound 

casual. "You've got some decisions to make." 

Horses stamped and trotted down the horse path behind him as Bill 

watched Alison's face. She carefully unfolded the letter and read the words that 

would send her three thousand miles away to a new life. "We congratulate you 

on your acceptance to The Julliard School. Your level of admission is college level 

in accordance with your audition process results .... " Bill balanced lightly, 

teetering on the thin rail of his past and his future as he watched Alison's hair 

stray onto her cheek, how she reached up quickly to brush it away, reading 

aloud. 

Bill hugged her back "Well, whaddya know, looks like it's New York for 

r you, after all." He gave her shoulder a quick squeeze and grinned, rocking 
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backwards slightly on his dusty boot heels. "That's if you really want to go, you 

know .... ", he trailed off, smiling slightly, tilting his head, his eyes twinkling. 

"Oh, come on, Dad, this isn't 'till September. I've still got four months to 

go. Hey, you'll be sick of me by then!" Alison teased. 

I 
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"Well, we've still got work to do, right? But no more galloping for you, 

okay?" 
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Alison shook her head and took her helmet off, brushing her hair off her 

face. 

"You know, I would've been just fine on Prelude, you know that, right?" 

"Yeah, sure, whatever," Bill said, "Let's just play it safe, okay?" He 

walked towards the long, white barn. "Hey, 'Berto! Bring that filly round, let's 

get Jimmy on her." He glanced back at his daughter. Alison still stood in front of 

the bam, the breeze flapping the white letter in her hands. He turned his face 

into the weak morning sunlight and closed his eyes for a moment, then squinted 

at the track. Riders and trainers shouted their plans up to the clocker perched in 

his little tower at the gap, as the horses strode onto the track, chunks of dirt 

boiling up behind their hooves. 

"Hey, Dreamer's Miracle, going 3/8 of a mile." 

The clocker nodded without taking his eyes off the ebb and flow of horses 

underneath his window. 

"Black Gold, we're outta the gate V2, got it?" 

A rider's voice trailed off as he rounded the bend, "YIP, YIP, comin' 

around, watchit now, watchit, now ... " hunched over a flash of white bandaged 

legs. 
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"My filly over there's goin' 3f4 from the V2 mile pole, okay? Maybe we got 

company", a woman on a palomino horse called up the clocker, her long blond 

braid swinging under her cowboy hat. 

Swooping in a graceful vee, the Canadian geese cawed and landed softly 

in the infield grass, next the ponds, their migration complete. The thudding 

cadence of hooves blended into the morning rhythm. 
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